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INTRODUCTION

The key aim of setting out past projects in this compendium is to inspire others to create new, future projects. By giving concrete, detailed information about previous projects it is possible to demonstrate clearly what kind of activities can be carried out in the framework of the YOUTH programme, although the list is by no means exhaustive. The compendium offers an opportunity to discover ideas and stimulate the imagination.

The projects presented in this Compendium were selected for funding under the YOUTH programme at European level selection rounds within the so-called third-country cooperation with the countries of Latin America (LA) for budget year 2004.

**Third-Country Cooperation with the LA countries**, initially launched in 1992, is still one of the priorities of the YOUTH programme in 2004 aiming to further develop and increase the number of these activities to comprise more diverse partnerships and to improve the quality of projects.

The objective of youth activities with countries outside the European Union is to promote a better understanding of the young people’s respective environments and to foster a sense of solidarity among them. These activities enable those involved to try out different forms of democratic participation in society. By contributing to the development of the youth sector in the partner countries, the YOUTH programme facilitates the acquisition of knowledge and techniques required for the active participation of young people into civil society.

This Compendium presents the projects selected with the Latin American countries and covers various types of activities under Actions 1, 2 and 5 of the Programme.

So what are Actions 1, 2 and 5?

**Action 1 - Youth Exchanges** bring together groups of young people aged between 15 and 25 from different backgrounds and from several countries, providing them with an opportunity to meet, and tackle issues under various themes. This leads to a better understanding of the diversity of culture, and to an appreciation of the value of that diversity. Group exchanges aim to combat prejudices and stereotypes, to promote active citizenship and to raise positive awareness of other cultures among the young participants and in local host communities.

**Action 2 - European Voluntary Service** enables a young person to become a volunteer in another country for a specific period, usually 6-12 months. This provides an informal intercultural learning experience for the young people involved, encouraging their integration into society and active participation, whilst also increasing their employability and giving them an opportunity to show solidarity with other people. Voluntary service projects support the development of local communities, foster the creation of new partnerships and promote the exchange of experience and good practice. These projects are a result of partnerships between sending organisations, host organisations and the volunteers themselves. They do not involve job-substitution and they are non-profit-making and unpaid.

**Action 5 - Support Measures** are designed to promote the aims of the YOUTH programme in a number of ways. They assist the development of the other Actions of the YOUTH programme by increasing the quantity and quality of projects submitted. Alternatively they may contribute to achieving the overall objectives of the Programme and to strengthening European youth policy or they may contribute to the development of the youth sector in the partner countries.

Action 5 activities are carried out in the fields of co-operation and partnerships, training measures and youth information. Cooperation and partnership activities help to establish permanent working relations between partners, or to promote innovation that favours new multilateral youth exchanges and voluntary service. Training activities provide youth workers or youth leaders and other support persons with the necessary skills to organise and manage transnational youth activities based on intercultural learning, or provide them with knowledge and competencies to work with young people with special needs. Youth information projects encourage greater cooperation and the development of new activities or materials to complement activities carried out in the field of non-formal education.

Find out more about all these projects in the following pages, where they are listed by Action.

This document is designed not only to give information on the accepted projects, but to be used as partner search resource as well.

The project references indicating the country first are selected at national level, and further information can be obtained from the respective National Agency (for contact details, please refer to [http://europa.eu.int/comm/youth/program/natage_en.html](http://europa.eu.int/comm/youth/program/natage_en.html)), for the project references starting with six digits more information can be obtained from the European Commission or from the Technical Assistance Office (for contact details, please refer to the last page of this document).
COUNTRY ABBREVIATIONS USED IN THE DOCUMENT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Programme countries:</th>
<th>Latin American countries:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BE – Belgium</td>
<td>AR – Argentina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CY – Cyprus</td>
<td>BO – Bolivia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CZ – Czech Republic</td>
<td>BR – Brazil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DK – Denmark</td>
<td>CL – Chile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DE – Germany</td>
<td>CO – Colombia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GR – Greece</td>
<td>CR – Costa Rica</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ES – Spain</td>
<td>CU – Cuba</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EE – Estonia</td>
<td>EC – Ecuador</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FR – France</td>
<td>GT – Guatemala</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HU – Hungary</td>
<td>HN – Honduras</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IE – Ireland</td>
<td>MX – Mexico</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT – Italy</td>
<td>NI – Nicaragua</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LV – Latvia</td>
<td>PA – Panama</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LT – Lithuania</td>
<td>PY – Paraguay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LU – Luxembourg</td>
<td>PE – Peru</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT – Malta</td>
<td>SV – El Salvador</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NL – Netherlands</td>
<td>UY – Uruguay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AT – Austria</td>
<td>VE – Venezuela</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PL – Poland</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PT – Portugal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SK – Slovak Republic</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SI – Slovenia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FI – Finland</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SE – Sweden</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UK – United Kingdom</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IS – Iceland</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LI – Liechtenstein</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO – Norway</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BG – Bulgaria</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RO – Romania</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
YOUTH PROGRAMME

Action 1

Youth Exchanges
Beneficiary: BERLINER ARBEITSKREIS FÜR POLITISCHE BILDUNG E.V.

Project Title: Ist eine andere Welt möglich?

The youth exchange will be the third leg of a row with the overall theme of participation. With the help of theatrical methods this exchange focuses on the question of autonomy in a globalized world.

Grant: 51808 €
Venue: Rosario

Contact Person:
Scharf Magdalena
Glogauerstr. 21 HH 4.OG
10999 Berlin (DE)
Tel: +49-30-392 92 62
Fax: +49-30-39 84 92 11
E-mail: office@bapob.de

Partners:
Berliner Arbeitskreis für politische Bildung e.V.
Glogauerstr. 21 HH 4.OG
10999-Berlin (DE)
Tel: +49-30-392 92 62
Fax: +49-30-39 84 92 11
E-mail: office@bapob.de

Mosaico o.n.l.u.s.
(IT)

Asociacion Simiente de Dios
(AR)

TEATROKA Grupo de intercambios Culturais
(BR)

Project Reference: DE-12-35-2004-R3
Beneficiary: JUGENDFEUERWEHR HAMBURG

Project Title: Internationale Jugendfeuerwehr-Partnerschaft 2005

This is a multilateral youth exchange project in Germany with young people from Europe and Latin America. The common background of the young people is their involvement in the youth groups of local fire brigades. This exchange is the fourth project after three former exchange projects (2000 in Nicaragua, 2002 in Germany, 2004 Nicaragua). The main objective is intercultural learning and the awareness of differences and common features between Europe and Latin America (concerning school, work, daily live, environment, culture, sports etc.)

Grant: 24060 €
Venue: Hamburg

Contact Person:
Paulsen Reinhard
Westphalensweg 1
20099 Hamburg (DE)
Tel: +49 40 428514087

Partners:
Jugendfeuerwehr Hamburg
Westphalensweg 1
20099-Hamburg (DE)
Tel: +49 40 428514087

Feuerwehrjugend der Freiwilligen Feuerwehr Salzburg
(AT)
Cuerpo de Bomberos de Honduras
(HN)
Direccion General de Bomberos
(NI)

Project Reference: DE-12-41-2004-R5
Beneficiary: BEGEGNUNG UND SOLIDARITÄT E.V.

Project Title: Jugendliche engagieren sich gesellschaftspolitisch - was bringt's?

The young people compare their political realities and problems. They look at systems of participation and political systems e.g. centralised government versus federal structures within Europe and individual European countries as well as their Latinamerican counterparts. Moreover, they get to know each others food, culture and daily life.

Grant: 22300 €
Venue: Freiburg

Contact Person:
Hauber Christine
Alemannenstr. 86
79117 Freiburg (DE)
Tel: +49 761 66437

Partners:
Begegnung und Solidarität e.V.
Alemannenstr. 86
79117-Freiburg (DE)
Tel: +49 761 66437

Caritas Vorarlberg
Wichnergasse 22
Feldkirch (AT)

Zentrum für Bildung und Dialog THEOTOKOS
Ul. Kopernika 63a
44-117-Gilwice (PL)

Sede Administrativa des las Escuelas Diocesanas de Santiago del Estero
Avenida Cólon (sur) No 121
4200-Santiago del Estero (AR)

Pastoral Social
Avenida 10 de Agosto 2-11
Cuenca (EC)

Instituto Jose Cardijn
Av. Cesar Valleja 335 Lince
14-Lima (PE)

Project Reference: DE-12-52-2004-R5
Beneficiary: RIMAYKULLAYKI E.V.

Project Title: Kine Newen Tüin - Interkulturelle Jugendbegegnung zwischen Europa und Lateinamerika - Rückbegegnung

The German and Spanish partners in this project are interested in a dialog and the communication with Latin American countries. Topics to discuss are globalisation, environmental protection and equal opportunities. In small mixed working groups, during excursions and within the project visits the groups will discuss questions relating to the subjects and come to a common synthesis. It is planned to elaborate common statements as result for each theme and to present them to the public.

Grant: 29552 €
Venue: Köln

Contact Person:
Stöckmann Sandra
Herwarthstr. 12
53115 Bonn (DE)
Tel: +49 228 652083

Partners:
Rimaykullayki e.V.
Herwarthstr. 12
53115-Bonn (DE)
Tel: +49 228 652083

Asociacion Socio-cultural Agarimo
Av. Lugo 46
27200-Palas de Rei (ES)

Circulo Juvenil Internacional La Paz
Av. Chacaltaya No. 1017
La Paz (BO)

Asociacion Socio-cultural Rescata-Cultura
Maipu 1872
Concepcion (CL)

Project Reference: DE-12-8-2004-R1
Beneficiary: CHESS CLUB OF TRIANDRIA

Project Title: "CULTURAL DIVERSITY OF DISADVANTAGED YOUNGSTERS"

The program consists of different parts: workshops, analyses of the theme with the support of a specialised youth worker, presentations of the organisations and their countries, sightseeings, intercultural events during free time and open to public event.

Grant: 50704 €
Venue: Thessaloniki

Contact Person:
MASTORAS ILIAS
M. KATRAKI 4
55337 THESSALONIKI (GR)
Tel: +302310951581
Fax: 2310951581
E-mail: mastoras@pat.gr

Partners:
CHESS CLUB OF TRIANDRIA
M. KATRAKI 4
55337-THESSALONIKI (GR)
Tel: +302310951581
E-mail: mastoras@pat.gr

Dobre Espacio
R/ Rodrigo de Mendoza, 77 1º D
36600-Vilagarcía de Arousa (ES)
Tel: +34986503792

Royal National College for the Blind
College Road,
HR1 1EB-Hereford (GB)
Tel: +441432 265725
Fax: +441432 353478
E-mail: pd@rncb.ac.uk

Federacion Argentina de Deportes Para Ciegos
AVENIDA BOEDO 1174
C1239AA0-Buenos Aires (AR)
Tel: +541149327527
Fax: +541149327527
E-mail: fadec@fadecciegos.org.ar

ASOCIACION CULTURAL DE DANZAS FOLKLORICAS "UZACA"
404-BOGOTA (CO)
Tel: +57300-2759311
Fax: +5716268738
E-mail: Folkoruzaca@hotmail.com

Helen Keller A.C.
Sebastian Bach 5638 Col La Estancia
45030-Zapopan (MX)
Tel: +523336293448
Fax: +523336293448

HERMANDAD GALLEGA DE VENEZUELA
Avd. Andres Bello con Avd. Principal de Mariperez,
1050-Caracas (VE)
Tel: +582125751833
Fax: +582127814784
E-mail: hgallegavzla@cantv.net

Project Reference: GR-12-6-2004-R5
Beneficiary: ASSOCIACIÓ DE CASALS I GRUPS DE JOVES DE CATALUNYA

Project Title: II Encuentro de Juventudes Creadoras

This project started two years ago, when a group of Spanish youngsters participated in an international activity in Ecuador. They enjoyed the activity very much and decided to do a similar activity in Spain. Like in the first "Encuentro de Juventudes creadoras" we are going to do an activity with 5 European countries (Spain, Sweden, England, Italy and France) and 5 American countries (Colombia, Ecuador, Argentina, Nicaragua, Peru). The first part is the preparation of the international exchange that is going to take place in August. The objective of this first part is that the organising group learns how to develop international projects. The second part of the project is the international exchange, a multilateral activity with third countries that will take place. This international exchange aims to be a non-formal learning experience. We have chosen a theme that will be translated into the specific daily activities of the exchange. The theme is: "The active participation of youngsters in society", we are going to discuss about how youngsters can improve our society, to spend time talking about the future, how young people could change the future and how we can cooperate.

Grant: 38498 €
Venue: Torrelles de Llobregat

Contact Person:
Muñoz Cirici Clara
Avinyo, 44 - 3er
08002 Barcelona (ES)
Tel: +34936011616
Fax: +34936011648

Partners:
Associació de Casals i Grups de Joves de Catalunya
Avinyo, 44 - 3er
08002-Barcelona (ES)
Tel: +34936011616
Fax: +34936011648

Fédération nationale des Francas
10-14 rue Tolain
75020-PARIS (FR)
Tel: +33 1 44 64 21 60
Fax: +33 1 44 64 21 66
E-mail: OMantier@francas.asso.fr

Circolo Arci Babilonia
Via Pennisi, 25
95024-Acireale (CT) (IT)
Tel: +390957637069
Fax: +390957152270
E-mail: arcibabilonia@tin.it

Boomerang Karlstad
Drottninggatan 42
652 25-Karlstad (SE)
Tel: +46 54-10 15 28
Fax: +46 54-10 13 02
E-mail: karlstad@boomerang-projektet.nu

Stockton-on-tees, Youth Service
Orver House, 11 - Silver Street
Ts 18 1 SX-Inglaterra (GB)
Tel: +441642393485
Fax: +446142634424
E-mail: chris.doconie@stockton.gov.uk

Red Internacional de Ecoclubes
Florida, 253
Capital Federal (AR)
Tel: +541149314134
E-mail: info@ecoclubes.org
Fundación para la Educación en el Tiempo Libre
Cra. 42 - n° 42 - 78B Union de Vivienda Popular
Santiago de Cali (CO)
Tel: +57271421
E-mail: emersongalindo500@hotmail.com

Programa Muchacho Trabajador
El Universo y el Sol s/n, entre Gaspar Villarruel y Avd. de los Shyris
Quito (EC)
Tel: +59322461600
Fax: +59322435713
E-mail: vzambrano@uio.bce.fin.ec

Asociación Martín Luther King
Bo S.Judas-Colonia Vista Hermosa 1c-Al sur Casa Comunal Barrio Martín Luther King
Managua (NI)
Tel: +5052603260
Fax: +5052603260
E-mail: amarking@tmx.com.ni

Project Reference: ES-12-10-2004-R1
Beneficiary: **AYUNTAMIENTO DE MURCIA - CONCEJALIA DE JUVENTUD Y DEPORTES - OFICINA DE INTERCAM**

**Project Title:** Juventud, Derechos Humanos y Emigración

We create the meeting place where reflection, personal and collective compromise are promoted. The subjects are promotion and protection of human rights of youth migrants. The aim is the raise of their awareness of respect and defense of their rights for a fair, peaceful and democratic social co-existence. We want to make youth aware of the real situation where young migrants live, motivate them to participate in the search of solutions which will improve their quality of life. We also to know and analyse the treaties and conventions which affect them; encourage the daily application of youth’s rights, their knowledge, spreading and a personal and institutional compromise. The participants come from countries which are currently hosting migrants and where their groups are formed by migrant and national youth. Other participants come from emigration countries where migrants are mainly young people. The methodology used is based on personal experience, analysis of problems, collective work in small groups in workshops and in big groups to evaluate.

**Grant:** 50990 €

**Venue:** Murcia

**Contact Person:**
Martín Melgarejo maría Teresa
Avenida del Rocío s/n
30007 Murcia (ES)
Tel: +34 968 201107
Fax: +34 968 236663
E-mail: planjoven@ayto-murcia.es

**Partners:**
Ayuntamiento de Murcia - Concejalía de Juventud y Deportes - Oficina de Intercam
Avenida del Rocío s/n
30007-Murcia (ES)
Tel: +34 968 201107
E-mail: planjoven@ayto-murcia.es

Ufficio scambi internazionali città di Torino
Via delle orfane 22
10122-Torino (IT)
Tel: +39011.4424947
E-mail: youth.exchanges@comune.torino.it

Europazentrum Graz
Zinsendorfgasse11
8010-Graz (AT)
Tel: +43 316/ 38 48 38
Fax: +43 316/38 48 38-14
E-mail: mail@europahaus-graz.at

Instituto Nacional de la Juventud
Agustinaa 1564
834-0475-Santiago de Chile (CL)
Tel: 5626204716

Confederación Nacional de Organizaciones Campesinas, Indígenas y Negras del Ecuador
Versalles, n21,326 y Carrión
171200448-Quito (EC)
Tel: +593 22228191
E-mail: fenocin@fenocin.org

Servicio Internacional Para el Intercambio Juvenil AC
4 Sur 2912-2 Col. El Carmen
72530-Puebla (MX)
Tel: +52 222 237 6894
E-mail: sijuju@prodigy.net.mx

**Project Reference:** ES-12-11-2004-R1
Beneficiary: ASOCIACIÓN CERVINO

Project Title: Corto y Cambio-Intercambio Juvenil Multilateral

The project is a youth exchange where by using audiovisual language we are going to deal with the following subjects: equal opportunities and youth participation. We are going to do everything: from writing the script to editing four short films related with the mentioned subjects and based on the subjects of the exchange. Topics of the films will be: equal opportunities of men and women, prevention of non-desired pregnancies and sexual transmission diseases, participation and promotion of youth associating, youth information. At the end, each participating association will take the videos and project them in their cities of origin. In order to support the exchange we will do support, relaxing and leisure activities and will visit Madrid and its surroundings.

Grant: 33674 €
Venue: Madrid

Contact Person:
Esteras Calderon Rocio
Avefria 11
28025 Madrid (ES)
Tel: +34678782020
Fax: +3491 5081876
E-mail: wontonin@hotmail.com

Partners:
Asociación Cervino
Avefria 11
28025-Madrid (ES)
Tel: +34678782020
Fax: +3491 5081876
E-mail: wontonin@hotmail.com

Asociacion de Scouts de El Salvador
1 calle pte y av.Baden Powell no.281
387-San Salvador (SV)
Tel: 5032514464
Fax: 5032614464
E-mail: d.operaciones@yahoo.com

Ass. Residui Teatro
Vía dei Campani, 69
00185-Lazio (IT)
Tel: +390670304824
E-mail: grelink@hotmail.com

Asociación de Promotores de la Cultura
Bo. Largoespada del busto-José Martí 3 cuadros arriba y 11/2 al largo
3285-Managua (NI)
Tel: +5052497213
Fax: +5052400155

Project Reference: ES-12-16-2004-R1
Beneficiary: ASSOCIACIÓ SOCIOCULTURAL NOUS TEMPS

Project Title: Igualdad y Política

Aims of the exchange are to promote projects in favour of equal rights of men and women, compare the economic and social situation of women in Europe and Latin America, make youth aware about the equal rights of men and women, raise of awareness against violence and ill-treatment. The expected results we want to obtain with this international exchange is the establishment of cooperation with associations in Latin America in order to be able to carry out future projects, promotion of youth participation in debate and democratic participation, getting to know the situation of women in Latin America comparing it with that in Europe and preparation of the multilateral exchange in Spain in 2005 with the participating organisations.

Grant: 20274 €
Venue: Mar del Plata

Contact Person:
Masferrer Oliveras Joan
C/ Carme, 27 bajos
08202 Sabadell (ES)
Tel: +3493-7273396
Fax: +3493-7459135
E-mail: noustemps@eresmas.com

Partners:
Associació Sociocultural Nous Temps
C/ Carme, 27 bajos
08202-Sabadell (ES)
Tel: +3493-7273396
Fax: +3493-7459135
E-mail: noustemps@eresmas.com

Bureau Des Etudiants de l'Institut d'Etudes Politiques de Grenoble
1030 Avenue Centrale
38400-Saint Martin d'Heres (FR)
Tel: +33476826006
Fax: +33476826070
E-mail: bde_iepg@hotmail.com

Grupo Cultural de Jóvenes "Amigos de Mar del Plata"
Dardo Rocha, 98
7600-Mar del Plata (AR)
Tel: +542234754555
Fax: +542234754555
E-mail: ochaller@yahoo.es

Asociación de Scouts del Paraguay
Calle Scouts del Chaco y calle Mcal. Estigarribia
1111-Fernando de la Mora (PY)
Tel: +59521511356
Fax: +59521511356
E-mail: asp@pol.com.py

Project Reference: ES-12-32-2004-R3
Beneficiary: **José Luis Rivera Pérez (Chiapapote)**

**Project Title:** Juventud, Educación y Desarrollo Profesional

This project is a multilateral exchange activity where young people coming from Spain, Italy, Mexico and Colombia will meet in Mexico, to live an intercultural experience for the first time. Participants will have the opportunity to work together in order to understand the situation that young people live in the different countries present in the activity and to analyse how they can work together to have a stronger voice in the society. This will be a project to demonstrate that people living in disadvantaged conditions, have equal opportunities to participate in international activities.

**Grant:** 38504 €

**Venue:** Chiapas

**Contact Person:**
Sánchez Padilla David
Oficina Europea de Inf. del Joven Sevillano, Plaza Monte Pirolo s/n
41010 Sevilla (ES)
Tel: +34666464100/616576687
Fax: +34954505679
E-mail: chapapote04@ya.com

**Partners:**
José Luis Rivera Pérez (Chiapapote)
Oficina Europea de Inf. del Joven Sevillano, Plaza Monte Pirolo s/n
41010-Sevilla (ES)
Tel: 666464100/616576687
Fax: 954505679
E-mail: chapapote04@ya.com

AFSAI
V.le dei Colli Portuensi 345 - B2
00151-Roma (IT)
Tel: +39.06.5370332
Fax: +39.06.58201442
E-mail: udcn@afsai.it

ICYE-Colombia
Carrera 15 No 36-40 piso 2
1-Bogotá, D.C. (CO)
Tel: +5713403608 2321251
Fax: +5712321258
E-mail: icyecol@colnodo.apc.org

Servicio Internacional para el Intercambio Juvenil, AC
4 Sur 2912-2, Col. El Carmen
72530-Puebla (MX)
Tel: +52 2222376894
Fax: +52 2222376894
E-mail: sijuve@prodigy.net.mx

**Project Reference:** ES-12-33-2004-R3
Beneficiary: **ASDE EXPLORADORES DE MADRID**

**Project Title:** Bronwsea

In this youth exchange we will develop three workshops: travelling workshop of cinema, workshop of the biosphere, workshop of the Human Rights. The contents workshop are the following: building of the cinema: (a cover of the cinema, ticket office, the screen, technical assembly), an ecological route, factory of photography in the reserve, meetings with the settlers of the Delta and authorities of San Fernando etc.

**Grant:** 39473 €

**Venue:** Islas del Delta del Paraná

**Contact Person:**
Piñero Sánchez Natividad
Hortaleza, 19-1º izda.
28004 Madrid (ES)
Tel: +34915219158
Fax: +34915220411
E-mail: gruposcout217@hotmail.com

**Partners:**
Asde Exploradores de Madrid
Hortaleza, 19-1º izda.
28004-Madrid (ES)
Tel: +34915219158
Fax: +34915220411
E-mail: gruposcout217@hotmail.com

Laboratorio 3
Via circ.ne Casilina nº 136 (Int. Di Prisco)
00176-Roma (IT)
Tel: +39 0670304824
E-mail: www.laboratorio3.it

Grupo Scout Cnel.Benito Meana
Junin 1445
1240-Capital Federal (AR)
Tel: +54 01149621399
Fax: +54 01149814448

Centro de Formación en Educación Especializada (Cfee)
Blanes 879
112000-Montevideo (UY)
Tel: +5982 4130554
Fax: +5982 4130554
E-mail: cfee@cfeeuy.org

**Project Reference:** ES-12-35-2004-R3
Beneficiary: ASOCIACIÓN JUVENIL Y DEPORTIVA ZARAMO

Project Title: Igualdad de oportunidades, solidaridad e integración social

This is the second part of a project which was carried out with Latin-American youth in Colombia in 2003. We will carry out workshops to raise awareness among the participants and search alternatives to promote equality, solidarity and integration. We will debate different situations with technicians who work in the social field and will get us in touch with real situations. There will be conferences, we will know organisations and public entities which work with the most needed groups of society and we will agree on activities to carry out in the future as a learning element from this meeting. We will express the sense of youth solidarity in the European and world society through proposals which will be a model for youth.

Grant: 26600 €
Venue: Santiago de Compostela

Contact Person:
Fernández Pereira Jesús
DESEIRO-SERGUDE
15881 BOQUEIXON (ES)
Tel: +34981 609336813
Fax: +34981 513000
E-mail: zaramo@wanadoo.es

Partners:
Asociación Juvenil y Deportiva Zaramo
DESEIRO-SERGUDE
15881-BOQUEIXON (ES)
Tel: +34981 609336813
Fax: +34981 513000
E-mail: zaramo@wanadoo.es

Villa Froganes-Clube Juvenil
Rua Calça, 172
4740-442 Forjá-Esposende (PT)

Asociacion Juvenil de Desarrollo Integral cultural
Avenida 4ª n 38-29
57-Cali (CO)
Tel: +5726682068
Fax: +5726682068
E-mail: adic colombia@yahoo.com

Asociación Juvenil Ñanduti
Calle Coronel Florentin Oviedo-Barrio Boqueron
Alto Paraná (PY)
Tel: +595983630303

Project Reference: ES-12-36-2004-R5
Beneficiary: **ASOCIACIÓN JUVENIL EL CONSUL**

**Project Title:** “Un pasaporte de ida y vuelta”

The migrations from Europe to South-America and vice versa have been very frequent mainly in both last centuries. This has made the links between the two sides of the ocean narrower. Nowadays Europe is receiving migrants from Latin America, and from countries from the East and Maghreb. With this exchange we intend to make a reflection and raise awareness on the role that immigration has played throughout history and particularly in our lives, because today we may be the receiving migrants but tomorrow, like has happened previously, we can be the migrants, those who must leave our country, language, family... in search of a better future. We also intend to create methods which favour the integration of the immigrants in the societies receiving them.

**Grant:** 22362 €

**Contact Person:**
Domínguez España Ana Belén  
Avda. Aristofanes, 4-1º1  
29010 Málaga (ES)  
Tel: +34952302029  
E-mail: AJCONSUL@TELELINE.ES

**Partners:**
Asociación Juvenil El Consul  
Avda. Aristofanes, 4-1º1  
29010-Málaga (ES)  
Tel: +34952302029  
E-mail: ajconsul@teleline.es

Animateurs sociaux-urbains Sans Frontières (ASF)  
Centre Social la Gavotte-Peyret-Batiment J  
13240-Provence-Alpes-Cote D'azur (FR)  
Tel: +33 491 51 23 28  
Fax: +33 491 51 36 26  
E-mail: bensaid13@wanadoo.fr

CE.S.I.E Onlus-Centro Studi ed Iniziative Europeo  
Via B. Leto N. 1  
90040-Scily (IT)  
Tel: +39 091 6529377  
Fax: +39 091 7023269  
E-mail: cesie@inwind.it

Asociacion Conciencia  
Av. Santa Fe 1821 1º piso  
CF123AAA-latinoamerica (AR)  
Tel: +54 11 4815 1507  
Fax: +54 11 4815 1507  
E-mail: programajoven@conciencia.gral.corr.ar

ONG SUMANDO  
Avda. Félix Bogado y 18 de Julio-Shopping Gato Verde  
latinoamerica (PY)  
Tel: +595-21-300273  
Fax: +595-21-300273  
E-mail: participacion@sumando.org.py

**Project Reference:** ES-12-41-2004-R5
Beneficiary: SCOUT DE SEVILLA MSC

Project Title: Libres para Cooperar, Libres para Crear

This project aims to be a meeting-forum for Italian, Nicaraguan, Mexican and Spanish young people keen on fighting against social exclusion and using some of their free time. The participants come from very different circumstances. The Italian group belongs to an association which works with underprivileged teenagers who are in unfair social conditions. The Nicaraguans come from a country with underprivileged teenagers who are in unfair social conditions. The Nicaraguans come from a country with extremely reduced economic possibilities. But these group of people form part of a community that tries hard to change the surrounding reality. The Mexican youth come from Chiapas and stand for the indigenous cause, working and taking an active part in the improvement of these communities. The Spanish being the welcoming groups’ experiences of organized activism.

It is the project’s aim to live a real intercultural experience to discuss the subjects that are important: wars immigration, impoverished areas, racism, ethnic minorities. And we think all this can change using our time and imagination, creating many politically committed offers which will be attractive and lively to change the world while having good time.

In this way the project will have a part in which the participants will meet and know each other. The ones already in Seville will dive into social reality in an associative way, treating children of poorer areas. In Cordoba, we will have time for a cultural visit and then in Granada, we will practise some trekking in Sierra Nevada and will meet some children of a Gypsy community. We will discuss about cooperation and the possibilities the UE offers to associations development.

Once in Chiclana (Cádiz) we will join the coastal Intercultural Symposium open to the public. The project will finish with a big party and a final evaluation from all the participants.

Grant: 44329 €
Venue: Sevilla

Contact Person:
Jimenez Segovia Carmen
C/ Antonio Susillo nº 28-30
41003 Sevilla (ES)
Tel: +34954904010
Fax: +34954224536
E-mail: scoutsdesevilla@navegalia.com

Partners:
Scout de Sevilla MSC
C/ Antonio Susillo nº 28-30
41003-Sevilla (ES)
Tel: +34954904010
Fax: +34954224536
E-mail: scoutsdesevilla@navegalia.com

Vedogiovane Cooperativa Sociale di Animazione
Via dei Frassini, 16
28021-Borgomanero (NO) (IT)
Tel: +39322/836449
Fax: +39322/836449
E-mail: fx-ma@bigfoot.com

Centro de Derechos Humanos Fray Bartolomé de Las Casa A C
C/ brasil nº 14 Barrio de Mexicanos
29240-S Cristobal de las Casas (MX)
Tel: +526783548
E-mail: Frayba@frayba.org

Movimiento Comunal Nicaragüense
Catedral 3 cuadras al norte León de Niicaragua
no consta-León (NI)
Tel: +5056077060/ 03117315
Fax: +50503117315
E-mail: mcn96p0@ibw.com/ noelroch25@hotmail.com

Project Reference: ES-12-6-2004-R1
**Beneficiary:** MRJC JEUNESSE RURALE

**Project Title:** Participation locale dans le développement rural

We will propose workshops to present realities from our different countries and associations, discover projects where people organize themselves to take part in local development special focus will be put on native populations have fought to obtain lands and rights. We will have workshops and visits on agriculture, traditional crafts and tourism. We will discuss the perspectives of isolated areas. This should give ideas to our youth organizations and create links between our countries.

**Grant:** 30000 €

**Venue:** San Cristobal de Las Casas

**Contact Person:**
NEUTS François
1 rue du Saint Esprit
62310 Fruges (FR)
Tel: +333 21 42 72 12
E-mail: mrjc.hm@free.fr

**Partners:**
MRJC JEUNESSE RURALE
1 rue du Saint Esprit
62310 Fruges (FR)
Tel: +333 21 42 72 12
E-mail: mrjc.hm@free.fr

Centro Rural Joven Vida
Calle Juan XXIII, nº 1
06412-Vivares (ES)
Tel: +34 924 853 456
Fax: +34 924 853 456
E-mail: cerujovi@telefonica.net

ACOMPANAMIENTO A EMIGRANTES Y REFUJIAADOS
5 de Mayo 30 - Barrio Mexicanos
24240-San cristobal Las Casas (MX)
Tel: +52967 678 2521
Fax: +52967 678 2521

UNAG
Rio San Juan
x-San Carlos (NI)
Tel: +50528 30371
Fax: +50528 30371

**Project Reference:** FR-12-25-2004-R5
Beneficiary: MAYFIELD COMMUNITY ARTS CENTRE

Project Title: Mayfield Community Arts - Public Art for Equality

The project will bring together young artists from 4 countries to engage in an exchange that will focus on Arts skills exchange, Cultural exchange in relation to equality issues, and participation in the creation of public art pieces to be highlighted as part of Cork European Capital of Culture programme. Mayfield Community Arts have been co-operating with Funarte in Colombia over the last few years. They felt that the addition of a partner from NI and a partner from Columbia will add to the relationship. They have already had a Feasibility Visit where they planned the programme together. Intercultural learning and communication will be a strong focus. It will also enable participants to develop skill in arts, communication, intercultural work and team work. As the project is including partners from 'developing' countries the theme will be inequality between different countries and what can be done to promote equality and understanding between cultures. Art will be used to allow young people to express their opinions on equality, exclusion, peace and conflict.

Grant: 63065 €
Venue: Cork

Contact Person:
Carson Jessica
Newbury House, Old Youghal Road, Mayfield
Cork (IE)
Tel: +353214530434
Fax: +353214507999
E-mail: mayfieldarts@indigo.ie

Partners:
Mayfield Community Arts centre
Newbury House, Old Youghal Road, Mayfield
Cork (IE)
Tel: +353214530434
Fax: +353214507999
E-mail: mayfieldarts@indigo.ie

Wheel Works
Peskett Centre, 2a Windsor Road
BT97FQ-Belfast (GB)
Tel: +442890200878
Fax: +442890200880
E-mail: wheelworksartcart@hotmail.com

Centro Columbo Americano
Carratera 45 No 53-24
N/A-Medillin (CO)
Tel: +5745134444 ext 226
Fax: +574 513 2666
E-mail: jgaviria@columboworld.com

Funarte
Apartado 80, Correos De Nicaragua
N/A-Esteli (NI)
Tel: +505 7136100
E-mail: muralism@ibw.com.ni

Project Reference: IE-12-2-2004-R5
Beneficiary: CENTRO PER LO SVILUPPO CREATIVO "DANILO DOLCI"

Project Title: Youth for peace - towards a new world

The project is a cultural exchange of European and South American young people between 18 and 25 years old, concerning the culture of nonviolence and living together in peace. For the project to be more efficient, and to succeed in project's objectives of peace and non violence, we think it's necessary for the youngsters to have a better knowledge of the social, historical and cultural status of the participating countries of this exchange. This, to be able to understand the roots of the various problems which exist, from where the violence grows and why, and then to find another way. Exploring various issues, the participants will have the opportunity to gain a greater understanding of some of the causes of conflict, therefore creating a solid basis for finding the more appropriate solutions. We believe that it will be very interesting to work on common points between Colombia, Ecuador, Spain, Portugal, and Italy. Through this project, youngsters will begin to know other cultures, other realities, so it will be a good way for them to feel to belong to a common culture with tolerance and respect. The acknowledgment, as active subjects of the communication process, will transform the impact of the social violence into a learning situation which generates consensus and concrete actions for the achievement of the value of peace and non-violence.

Grant: 43792 €
Venue: Palermo

Contact Person:
Giaccone Giovanna
L.go Ugo Foscolo, 3
90040 Isola delle Femmine (IT)
Tel: 328 9415105
Fax: 091 8678039
E-mail: centrodanilodolci@libero.it

Partners:
Centro per lo sviluppo creativo "Danilo Dolci"
L.go Ugo Foscolo, 3
90040-Isola delle Femmine (IT)
Tel: 328 9415105
Fax: 091 8678039
E-mail: centrodanilodolci@libero.it

Barcelona Voluntaria
Pelai 44 2°
08001-Barcelona (ES)
Tel: +34934124493
Fax: +34934120761
E-mail: barcelona@voluntariat.org

Gobernacion de antioqui - colombia
calle 42b n° 52-106, piso 11
0-medellin (CO)
Tel: 5743859110
Fax: 5743811036
E-mail: gestioni@gobant.gov.co

Centro de investigaciones para el desarrollo
Asturias n° 2402 y gonzalo de vera
Barrio la flor-quito (EC)
Tel: 593(2)2506175
Fax: 593(2)2566714
E-mail: caas@ceas.med.ec

Project Reference: IT-12-13-2004-R1
Beneficiary:  MOSAICO O.N.L.U.S.

Project Title:  "il laboratorio dell'immaginario"

The project represents the last step of a two years process started in December 2002 in Porto Alegre (Brazil) and then in Berlin and then again in Rosario (Argentina) in December 2004. Participants from Argentina and Brazil come from "favelas" and from Berlin and Naples come from "Höheschönhausen" and "Quartiere Sanità" which are famous for the high rate of unemployment, will meet once again in Naples. Through the expression of their personal experiences in a workshop on theatre the participants will further develop the theme and the similarities and differences among the four countries. They will work together to elaborate a common "utopia". Through the realization of a final performance (the two BRazilian leader Fernando Barbosa and Arlete De Cunha have already worked with the same groups) we want to express youth problems and possible solution proposal.

Grant:  46128 €
Venue:  napoli

Contact Person:
Noack Natascha
Vico della neve 40
80136 Napoli (IT)
Tel:  +39-081-5440694
E-mail: mosaikointernazionale@yahoo.it

Partners:
Mosaico o.n.l.u.s.
Vico della neve 40
80136-Napoli (IT)
Tel:  +39-081-5440694
E-mail: mosaikointernazionale@yahoo.it

Berliner Arbeitskreis für politische Bildung, BAPOB e.V.
Tempelherrenstr. 17
10961-Berlin (DE)
Tel:  +49303929262
Fax:  +49303927997
E-mail: office@bapob.in-berlin.de

Simiento de Dios"
Fichero de culto, 3001
2647-Rosario (AR)
Tel:  +543414316251
E-mail: Rogeliobetella@yahoo.com

TEATROKA grupo de intercambios culturais
Rua Luis Afonso 558/404 cidade baixa
90850-310-Porto Alegre (BR)
Tel:  +5555132275893
E-mail: kikebarbos@ig.com.br

Project Reference: IT-12-34-2004-R3
Beneficiary: AFSAI

Project Title: Youth, women and gender violence

This project is a multilateral exchange activity where young people (most of them who have suffered personally violence and the others work in public institutions dealing with gender violence), will meet and will have the change to exchange their experiences and methods on prevention of the problem "Gender Violence, focalized in Domestic Violence". The project involves young women who have suffered directly of act of violence. We have decided to focus the activity to a female target of participants for one reason: as these women have experienced directly the violence and may have some "concerns" to talk about it, for sure it will be more easy for them to talk about their suffering in an atmosphere where only women (who will not mean danger for them) are present.

Grant: 41630 €
Venue: SanCcarlos

Contact Person:
Carimini Alessio
V.le dei colli portuensi,345 b/2
00151 Rome (IT)
Tel: 06.5370332
Fax: 06.58201442
E-mail: udcn@afsai.it

Partners:
AFSAI
V.le dei colli portuensi,345 b/2
00151-Rome (IT)
Tel: 06.5370332
Fax: 06.58201442
E-mail: udcn@afsai.it

Deutscher Arbeitskreis für Familienhilfe e.V.
Eschbachstrasse 6
79199-Kirchzarten (DE)
Tel: +49766193210
Fax: +49766162338
E-mail: mail@ak-familienhilfe.de

Programa plan joven. Servicio de juventud. Ayuntamiento de murcia
palacio de deportes. Avda del rocio sn
30007-Murcia (ES)
Tel: +34968201927
Fax: +34968236663
E-mail: Planjoven@ayto-murcia.es

ROKS, The National Organization for Womenís Shelters and Young Women's Shelters in Sweden
homsgatan 66, 1 tr
11821-Stockholm (SE)
Tel: +4684429930
Fax: +4686127325
E-mail: info@roks.se

Asociacion para la formacion intercultural de juventudes
barrohondo - paraiso
19-7 100-Paraiso (CR)
Tel: (506)5747542/3957329
Fax: (506)574-7542
E-mail: lasolano@costarricense.cr

Servicio Internacional para el Intercambio Juvenil AC
4 sur 2912-2, col. el carmen
72530-Puebla (MX)
Tel: +522222376894
Fax: +522222376894
E-mail: sijuve@prodigy.net.mx
Sociedad de estudios rurales y cultura popular
enrique solano lopez nº 1090
Asuncion (PY)
Tel: 595-21-220-617
Fax: 595-21-228-293
E-mail: ser@conexion.com.py

BICE - oficina internacional catolica de la infancia - grupo enredarte
8 de octubre 2904
11600-Montevideo (UY)
Tel: +59824877177
Fax: +59824861895
E-mail: biceal@chasque.apc.org

Project Reference: IT-12-35-2004-R3
Beneficiary: SERVIZIO CIVILE INTERNAZIONALE

Project Title: cooperazione giovanile tra europa e sud america verso stili di vita pacifici

The project aims at starting a profitable collaboration and common planning between European and American youngsters on specific topics such as: globalisation, peace and solidarity. The main core of the exchange is to offer them the opportunity to experience active comparison of different realities. All the activities will be organised so that the young people will be stimulated. One of the final aims is the realization of a comic strip about the exchange that will be drawn by the young people themselves.

Grant: 32385 €
Venue: Città del Guatemala

Contact Person:
Paglieli Raffaella
Via G.Cardano 135
00146 Roma (IT)
Tel: 065580661
Fax: 065585268
E-mail: Info@sci-italia.it

Partners:
SERVIZIO CIVILE INTERNAZIONALE
Via G.Cardano 135
00146-Roma (IT)
Tel: 065580661
E-mail: Info@sci-italia.it

SCI BELGIUM
Rue Van Elewyck, 35
1050-Bruxelles (BE)
Tel: +32.2.649.07.38
Fax: +32.2.646.87.92
E-mail: sci@scibelgium.be

Service Civil International - Deutscher Zweig e.V.
Blücherstrabe 14
53115-Bonn (DE)
Tel: +49 228-212086/7
Fax: +49-228-264234
E-mail: info@sci-d.de

Servicio Civil Internacional
Calle Embajadores
28012-Madrid (ES)
Tel: +34915307309
Fax: +34915390031
E-mail: oficina@ongsci.org

Amigos del servicio civil internacional - grupo local rosario
mitre 1382 - 1° piso
S 2000-Rosario (AR)
Tel: 00543414489292
E-mail: Sci_arg@yahoo.com.ar

Secint
9 avenida 2-37 zona 1 apartamento 10
01001-Guatemala ciudad (GT)
Tel: 005026047531
Fax: 005023690077
E-mail: pgarofalo@yahoo.com

Servicio civil mexicano
anaxagoras 302 6° piso. Col. Narvarte
03020-Distrito Federal (MX)
Tel: 02(5255)91160566
E-mail: sci_mexico2003@yahoo.com.mx
Projects with LA countries

SIV Perú
jiron tarma 119, oficina 804
31 city-lima (PE)
Tel: 005114492803
E-mail: sci_sivperu2003@yahoo.es

Project Reference: IT-12-36-2004-R3
Beneficiary: IFSOW

Project Title: IFSA Argentina Exchange 2005

IFSA Argentina Exchange 2005 is held as a follow-up meeting of an exchange in the Netherlands between youth groups from Argentina, Chile, France and the Netherlands. The groups have in common their interest for nature and environmental problems. Thus the theme of the exchange is related to nature. Argentina will serve as the stage of the exchange on which the participants will interact to learn from each other.

Grant: 19338 €

Contact Person:
Sools Rik
Droevendaalsesteeg 3A
6708 PB Wageningen (NL)
Tel: 0031 317 421806
E-mail: ifsow.bosb@wur.nl

Partners:
IFSOW
Droevendaalsesteeg 3A
6708 PB-Wageningen (NL)
Tel: 0031 317 421806
E-mail: ifsow.bosb@wur.nl

IFSA France
14 Rue Girardet
54000-Nancy (FR)
Tel: 0676497107
E-mail: ifsa-france@engref.fr

Asociacion de Estudiantes forestales
Ruta Nacional 14 Km 728
3342-Virasoro (AR)
Tel: 54 03756 481851
E-mail: Asef_usal@cyberlat.com

IFSA Austral
Escuela
Escuela-Valdivia (CL)
Tel: 056 063 342912
Fax: 056 063 221225
E-mail: ifsaaustral@hotmail.com

Project Reference: NL-12-10-2004-R3
Beneficiary: STICHTING YOUTH EXCHANGE SERVICE

Project Title: Exchange reloaded

Exchange Reloaded is a result of the two JSM (Juntos Somos Más) youth exchanges we have organised before. 46 young people in the age of 14-18 will live the same adventure of this intercultural exchange in Barros Blancos, Uruguay. Together they will challenge to overcome cultural and social prejudices and stereotypes, to develop a satisfying relationship/friendship with each other. Through games, teambuilding activities, (educative) workshops, cultural activities and informal contacts they have the opportunity to share their experiences, dreams and obstacles, in their attempt to fulfill their dreams and construct their own future. The project will be constructed around the theme "Show yourself", with special attention to the understanding of the identity of youngsters, how they influence or could influence their surrounding. In this project we leaders would like to be inspiring examples for youngsters and show how youngsters can have an influence on their own future and that of other youngsters.

Grant: 58288 €
Venue: La Loma, Barros Blancos, Canelones

Contact Person:
Steinprinz Gabi
Wouter Smitstraat 2
1606 XJ Venhuizen (NL)
Tel: 0031-228543546
E-mail: gabstein@msn.com

Partners:
Stichting Youth Exchange Service
Wouter Smitstraat 2
1606 XJ-Venhuizen (NL)
Tel: 0031-228543546
E-mail: gabstein@msn.com

Youth Centre Ajec Carrus
Antonio Brotons Pastor 72
03205-Elche (ES)
Tel: 966 661816
Fax: 965 464680
E-mail: ajec_@mixmail.com

Red Prohabitantes de la Calle
Calle 64
50a-78-Medellin (CO)
Tel: 574 2639670
Fax: 574 2639670

Juntos Somos Mas
Calle 19 de Junio y 1 de Enero
Barros Blancos (UY)
Tel: 05982 2882682
Fax: 05982 9081818
E-mail: juntos_somos_mas@hotmail.com

Project Reference: NL-12-7-2004-R3
Beneficiary: ASSOCIAÇÃO D'ORPHEU

Project Title: D'Orfusão Latino

Cet échange "D'Orfusão" cherche la fusion des plusieurs arts et cultures (dans ce cas, tous latins), représentés à partir de l'idée d'un spectacle multiartistique et multiculturel qui sera présenté à la fin de l'échange. Les participants développeront tout le montage et toute la dynamique du spectacle, au niveau artistique, scénique, technique et promotionnel, ce qui permet, ainsi, de réunir les capacités de tous les participants. Au delà des activités en général, qui sont essentiellement artistique (des ateliers, des défilés, des répétitions et la propre présentation finale), cet échange prévoit des visites culturelles qui intéressent à niveau local et régional et mène à la découverte de la ville, ainsi comme la possibilité de pouvoir participer dans plusieurs activités de loisir que l'association d'Orfeu offre.

Cet échange se dédiéra à la diversité de la culture latine, avec des groupes de jeunes artistes du Portugal, de l'Espagne, du Brésil et de l'Equateur.

Grant: 54701 €
Venue: Águeda

Contact Person:
Fernandes Luís
Rua Engº Júlio Portela, 6
3750-158 Águeda (PT)
Tel: 234603164
E-mail: dorfeu@dorfeu.com

Partners:
Associação D'Orpheu
Rua Engº Júlio Portela, 6
3750-158-Águeda (PT)
Tel: 234603164
E-mail: dorfeu@dorfeu.com

Associacion Cultural Grunidos Salvajes
Plaza del Campillo Mundo Nuevo, 2
28005-Madrid (ES)
Tel: 34 91 5 27 07 04
Fax: 34 91 5 30 50 91
E-mail: guidosalvajes@yahoo.es

Movimento Infanto -Juvenil de Reivindicação Mirim - Brasil
R. do Sossego 600 / E Boa Vista
50 100 - 150-Recife (BR)
Tel: 55 81 34581220
E-mail: mirimbra@elogica.com.br

Fundacion Derechos del Nino
Pasaje el Universo s/n y el Sol
0000-Quito (EC)
Tel: 59322896368
Fax: 59322435713
E-mail: rambrano@vio.bce.fin.ec

Project Reference: PT-12-13-2004-R1
Beneficiary: ASSOCIAÇÃO RECREATIVA E CULTURAL DE SILVEIRINHOS

Project Title: Teach towards solidarity and equality

This project's goal is to increase young people's interest regarding social and psychological problems faced by young people in need. Meetings, conferences, and tours will be held, which will promote the interchange of ideas, experiences, knowledge, etc. Thus allowing us to know the work that is being done. Furthermore, it's a chance to discover how we can best help the young people in need, focusing their integration in an educational context, reinforcing the right to equal opportunities and cultivating notions such as solidarity and equality.

Grant: 30494 €
Venue: S. Pedro da Cova

Contact Person:
Vilhena Joana
Rua da Ramada Alta, nº 27 A
4510-407 S. Pedro da Cova (PT)
Tel: 22 463 3678
E-mail: associaçao.silveirinhos@clix.pt

Partners:
Associação Recreativa e Cultural de Silveirinhos
Rua da Ramada Alta, nº 27 A
4510-407-S. Pedro da Cova (PT)
Tel: 22 463 3678
E-mail: associaçao.silveirinhos@clix.pt

Association Juvenil Muxena
San Fins de Sales, 18 - Nande
15885-Vedra (ES)
Tel: +34 630315296
E-mail: dianaregue@yahoo.es

Association Juvenil El Chico
Transversal 22 No 106 B - 27
0000-Bogotá (CO)
Tel: 0751 6020075
Fax: 6020075
E-mail: aso_juvenil_chico@hotmail.com

Juventud Academica A. C.
Sebastian Camacho 59 interior
91000-Xalapa de Enriquez (MX)
Tel: +53 228 8 17 40 68
Fax: +53 228 8 17 40 68
E-mail: JCJMZ@hotmail.com

Project Reference: PT-12-9-2004-R1
Beneficiary: DUNFERMLINE DISTRICT (83RD FIFE) EXPLORER SCOUT UNIT

Project Title: New Year New-Beginning

New Year - New Beginning plans to bring young people from four Scout Associations in Argentina, Guatemala, Netherlands and the UK together. This will enable them to undertake a joint environmental project as well as to camp and do other scouting activities. Through joint working the young people will learn about each others customs and cultures as well as the need for environmental awareness. The Scouts theme for the year is "Scouts Go Green".

Grant: 68635 €
Venue: Buenos Aires

Contact Person:
Farquhar Callum
c/o 23 Main Street, Low Valleyfield
KY12 8TF Fife (GB)
Tel: 01383-88 1082
E-mail: Callumfarquhar@yahoo.co.uk

Partners:
Dunfermline District (83rd Fife) Explorer Scout Unit
c/o 23 Main Street, Low Valleyfield
KY12 8TF-Fife (GB)
Tel: 01383-88 1082
E-mail: Callumfarquhar@yahoo.co.uk

Scouting De Lier
C/o Aartdijkweg 35
2676 LE-Maasdijk (NL)
Tel: 31 655 783305
E-mail: s.stolk@wevb.nl

Scouts de Argentina
Libertad 1282
1012-Buenos Aires (AR)
Tel: 5411 4815 0888
Fax: 5411 4815 0888
E-mail: scoutar@scoutar.org.ar

Asociacion de Scouts de Guatemala
Boulevard Rafael Landivar, 2-01 Zona 15 Vista Hermoso
00-Guatemala (GT)
Tel: 502 385 7065
Fax: 502 385 7152
E-mail: Scoutgual@intellnett.com

Project Reference: GB-12-35-2004-R3
Beneficiary: BROUHAHA INTERNATIONAL

Project Title: "Carnivalisation"

How carnival arts and street arts have developed as a means of social intervention in disadvantaged communities in Latin America and Europe. To enable participants to explore and share skills through creative workshops and celebrate, through collaborative community performances.

Grant: 48865 €
Venue: Liverpool

Contact Person:
Olushonde Adeyinka
Gostins Building, 32-36 Hanover Street
L1 4LN Liverpool (GB)
Tel: 0151 709 3334
Fax: 0151 709 4994
E-mail: info@brouhaha.uk.com

Partners:
Brouhaha International
Gostins Building, 32-36 Hanover Street
L1 4LN-Liverpool (GB)
Tel: 0151 709 3334
Fax: 0151 709 4994
E-mail: info@brouhaha.uk.com

Tanta Cose
Via Collaretto 50
10060-Turin (IT)
Tel: +39 3281456698
Fax: +39 0121501899
E-mail: frasermonster@yahoo.com

ADAT Associacao dos Amigos do Toca Rufar
Antonia Maeedo 23/23A
2840-175-Seixal (PT)
Tel: +351 21226 9090
Fax: +351 2122 69089
E-mail: raijr@tocarufar.com

Explosao de Elite
Rua Silveira Martins, 127/317 Catete-RJ
22221-000-Rio de Janeiro (BR)
Tel: +55 21 3826 8678
E-mail: jrdesign@ig.com.br

Meninos do Morumbi
Daro Jose Jeneralli 485
05615-000-Sao Paulo (BR)
Tel: 55 17 37
E-mail: mthinos@meninosdonmombi.org.bra

Tampores Deladorin
Francisco de los Santos Y 25 de Mayo
27000-Rocha (UY)
Tel: +598 2 401 7543
E-mail: viquiant@hotmail

Project Reference: GB-12-4-2004-R1
Beneficiary: INTERNATIONAL BUREAU FOR EPILEPSY IBE

Project Title: Mirando lejos (El ojo de Chile)

The youth exchange with the title 'Mirando Lejos' is presented by the Internation Bureau for Epilepsy (IBE), a non-governmental organisation that is working to improve the quality of life of persons with epilepsy and promote their rights for equal treatment in society. The project will take place in Santiago de Chile (CL) with the participation of 40 young people from Europe and Latin American countries (10CL, 10DE, 5AR, 5IE, 5MX, 5SE) accompanied by 10 youth leaders. Most participants will be young people suffering from active epilepsy and the aim of the youth exchange will be to encourage their involvement and participation in society through multicultural activities. The project will further motivate increased co-operation between the partners and especially those from Latin America. The above aims will be addressed through workshops, presentations, cultural activities, sports and games.

Grant: 70406 €

Venue: Santiago de Chile (Chilean Epilepsy League)

Contact Person:
GLYNN Mike
253 Crumlin Road
12 DUBLIN (CE)
Tel: +353/1/456.02.98
Fax: +353/1/455.46.48
E-mail: ibedublin@eircom.net

Partners:
INTERNATIONAL BUREAU FOR EPILEPSY IBE
253 Crumlin Road
12-Dublin (IE)
Tel: +353/1/456.02.98
Fax: +353/1/455.46.48
E-mail: ibedublin@eircom.net

DEUTSCHE EPILEPSIEVEREINIGUNG
Zillestrasse 102
10585-Berlin (DE)
Tel: +46/521.144.32.23
Fax: +49/521.144.54.91
E-mail: okabaum@aol.com

BRAINWAVE THE IRISH EPILEPSY ASSOCIATION
249, Crumlin Road
12-Dublin (IE)
Tel: +353/4/55.75.00
Fax: +353/4/55.70.13
E-mail: brainwve@iol.ie

SVENSKA EPILEPSIFÖRBUNDET
box 1386
17227-Sundbyberg (SE)
Tel: +46/669.43.06
Fax: +46/669.15.88
E-mail: suzanne.lund@epilepsi.se

FUNDACIÓN DO EPILEPSIA - FUNDEPI
Epilepsy centre, Medical Faculty, Univ of Buenos Aires
-Buenos Aires (AR)
Tel: +54/11/48.63.30.86
Fax: +54/11/48.63.30.86
E-mail: skochen@mail.retina.ar

ASOCIACION DE LIGAS CHILENAS CONTRA LA EPILEPSIA
Patriotas Uruguayos 2236
6501205-Santiago De Chile (CL)
Tel: +56/26.99.22.88
Fax: +56/26.99.40.80
GROUP "ACCEPTATION" OF EPILEPTICS
Amsterdam 1928, 19 Col. Olimpica
04710-México (MX)
Tel: +5255 5665-9646
Fax: +5255 5200-3452
E-mail: lillianuor@yahoo.com

Project Reference: 117241-12-CE-03-2004-R0
YOUTH PROGRAMME

Action 2

European Voluntary Service
Beneficiary: OXFAM WERELDWINKEL ASSENENDE VZW

Project Title: Children of the Andes - Samuel Esposito

Children of the Andes is an international cooperation project between Oxfam Wereldwinkel Assenede VZW, a Belgian fair trade organisation, and Association Niños del Arco Iris, a local project for sheltering homeless children in Peru. The main goal of this project is to voluntarily contribute to the support of the Peruvian children and to enable an intercultural exchange of experience and knowledge. The volunteer will be engaged in supporting the children in their education, their coping with everyday life and their psycho-social well-being and development.

Grant: 7640 €
Venue: Cuzco (PE)

Contact Person:
Verdoolaege Raymond
Prins Boudewijnlaan 4
9960 Assenede (BE)
Tel: +32 9 344 78 69
E-mail: Raymond.Verdoolaege@pandora.be

Host Organisation:
Asociacion Ninos del Arco Iris
Querocancha s-n
a-Cuzco Urubamba (PE)
Tel: +31 65 153 41 83
E-mail: info@kuychi.org

Sending Organisation:
Oxfam Wereldwinkel Assenende vzw
Assenede
9960-Assenede (BE)
Tel: +32 9 344 78 69
E-mail: Raymond.Verdoolaege@pandora.be

Project Reference: BEFL-22-1-2004-R1
Beneficiary: ARTESANOS VZW

Project Title: ARTESANOS

Our local associate organizes activities, especially in the religious sphere, for the local community thanks to the efforts of many volunteers from the area. With our Belgian volunteers’ help we would like to contribute to this offer and provide an added value in the spare time offer in the area of Artesanos. The activities we offer are not of the religious type. Intercultural learning is our aim towards the Belgian volunteers. Our volunteers organize activities, in consultation with the local associate, for young people (especially children). Our starting point is game methodology. Through games we try to stimulate the children's development. Contact with the parents of the children is also very important. Creativity and initiative from our volunteers as well as the from the target group are also important.

Grant: 5568 €
Venue: Tlaquepaque (MX)

Contact Person:
Uten Tim
Pastoor Goetschalckxstraat 61
2180 Ekeren (BE)
Tel: +32 0497/541.924
Fax: +32 03/645.19.73
E-mail: Tim_uten_tuut@hotmail.com

Host Organisation:
Comunidad Parroquial San Jose / Artesanos
Calle Del Sol 600
45590-Tlaquepaque, Guadalajara (MX)
Tel: +52 33/36060821
Fax: +52 33/36060821
E-mail: rosainesflores@hotmail.com

Sending Organisation:
Artesanos vzw
Ekeren
2180-Ekeren (BE)
Tel: +32 0497/541.924
Fax: +32 03/645.19.73
E-mail: Tim_uten_tuut@hotmail.com

Project Reference: BEFL-22-7-2004-R5
Beneficiary: SCI - PROJETS INTERNATIONAUX

Project Title: aide et soutien aux personnes victimes de la torture et de la violence d'etat en bolivie

The team of ITEI in Cochabamba, in Bolivia which works for the support and guidance of people who suffers from torture and violence from the state, wishes to host two volunteers. The participation of two volunteers in their activities give the opportunity to exchanges good practises and knowledge and to meet some new partners. ITEI wishes to offer learning by integrating the two volunteers in all psychological and paramedical support activities as well as the campaign information on torture setting up. Futhermore this project will be the first cooperation between four different organisations that could go for a long term partnership.

Grant: 9376 €
Venue: La Paz (BO)

Contact Person:
Rue Van Eiwyck, 35
1050 Bruxelles (BE)
Tel: +32.2.649.07.38
Fax: +32.2.646.87.92
E-mail: sci@scibelgium.be

Host Organisation:
Institut de thérapie et de recherche sur les conséquences de la torture et de la violence d'etat
av Arce 2105 4 to Piso Dpto
Dpto 4B-La paz (BO)
Tel: + 591 2443664
Fax: +591 2440203
E-mail: iteibol@mail.megalink.com

Sending Organisation:
SCI - Projets internationaux
Bruxelles
1050-Bruxelles (BE)
Tel: +32.2.649.07.38
Fax: +32.2.646.87.92
E-mail: sci@scibelgium.be

Project Reference: BEFR-22-1-2004-R1
Beneficiary: BEGEGNUNG UND SOLIDARITÄT E.V.

Project Title: Gebt Schnüffelkindern ein Zuhause! - Licht für Indios - Solarzellen in Indiodörfern

One German volunteer will be sent to the project Fundación Corfra in Cuenca/Ecuador where she will work with children that are drug addicts (glue sniffing); her tasks will be to talk with the children, offer some leisure time activities (games and theatre o.s.o.), give them support by helping with homework oder inviting them to a shared lunch. The other German volunteer will be working as a supporting volunteer who helps to bring solar-stations (for light and electricity) to Indio-villages (project called Pastoral social in the surrounding of Cuenza/Ecuador). She will be involved in the preparation of the installation work and the installation itself as well as in contacting the Indios (mostly families without fathers/men as they often emigrated to other countries), networking, offering talks, support and advice for the Indio families, and games and leisure time activities for interested women, children and youths.

Grant: 18340 €
Venue: Cuenca (EC)

Contact Person:
Hauber Christine
Alemannenstr. 86
79117 Freiburg (DE)
Tel: +49 761 66437

Host Organisation:
Fundacion Corazones Fraternales
Gran Colombia 19-68 Y Convencion del 45
Cuenca (EC)
Tel: +593 7 2829937

Host Organisation:
Pastoral Social
Av. 10 de Agosto 2-11
Cuenca (EC)
Tel: +593 7 2817465

Sending Organisation:
Begegnung und Solidarität e.V.
Freiburg
79117 Freiburg (DE)
Tel: +49 761 66437

Sending Organisation:
Pfarrei Heilige Dreifaltigkeit
Freiburg
79117 Freiburg (DE)
Tel: +49-(0)761 71157
Fax: +49-(0)761 71147
E-mail: Pfarramt.dreifaltigkeit@breisnet-online.de

Project Reference: DE-22-37-2004-R1
Beneficiary: AMISTAD CON NICARAGUA, VEREIN ZUR FÖRDERUNG DER STÄDTEPARTNERSCHAFT E.V.

Project Title: Qualifizierungsmaßnahme für arbeitslose Mädchen und Freuen aus Landgemeinden in Nicaragua

The tasks to be done by the volunteers look very interesting and voluntary-like. Casa de la Mujer offers to women without vocational training a dressmaking course. Both volunteers will support that offered dressmaking course in a practical sense by teaching the woman in dressmaking or handling the electric sewing machines. The other part of that Voluntary service is the accompaniment to a female gynaecologist who gives a mobile service to women in rural districts. Both volunteers will accompany and support her in the daily routine. The volunteers will have language course to start of their voluntary service. Both volunteers will get an on-arrival-training and a mid-term-meeting, which is offered in cooperation with another German EVS project in Honduras.

Grant: 16680 €  
Venue: La Paz Centro (NI)

Contact Person:  
Leinweber Anna  
Wilhelm-Weber-Str. 32  
37073 Göttingen (DE)  
Tel: +49 551-47218  
E-mail: Aleineweber@t-online.de

Host Organisation:  
Centro social y de capacitacion Casa de la Mujer  
La Paz Centro (NI)

Sending Organisation:  
Amistad con Nicaragua, Verein zur Förderung der Städtepartnerschaft e.V.  
Göttingen  
37073-Göttingen (DE)  
Tel: +49 551-47218  
E-mail: Aleineweber@t-online.de

Beneficiary: JUGENDSOZIALWERK NORDHAUSEN E.V.

Project Title: Mobile Jugendfreizeitarbeit

In the youth centre 'das Haus' young people aged between 12 and 27 meet to spend their leisure time. The volunteer can get involved in all areas of activities run in the centre (see HEI-ID 2003-DE-132).

Grant: 9596 €
Venue: Nordhausen (DE)

Contact Person:
Gast Ines
Arnoldstr. 17
99734 Nordhausen (DE)
Tel: 03631-913500
Fax: 03631-913913
E-mail: info@jugendsozialwerk.de

Host Organisation:
Jugendsozialwerk Nordhausen e.V.
Arnoldstr. 17
99734-Nordhausen (DE)
Tel: 03631-913500
Fax: 03631-913913
E-mail: info@jugendsozialwerk.de

Sending Organisation:
Universidad Católica de Valparaíso Esuela de la Educación Física
Valparaiso
-Valparaiso (CL)
Tel: +5632274380
E-mail: lespinoz@ucv.cl

**Beneficiary:** EINE WELT E.V., LEIPZIG

**Project Title:** Globales Lernen am Beispiel Lateinamericas

The project deals with youth and political education in the field of Overseas development. Having a volunteer from Venezuela will make the project even more authentic. New project ideas with Overseas can be developed and realised.

**Grant:** 7756 €

**Venue:** Leipzig (DE)

**Contact Person:**
Hundt Sebastian
Stockartstr. 11
04277 Leipzig (DE)
Tel: +49 341 3010143
Fax: +49 341 3919106
E-mail: sebastian@einewelt-leipzig.de

**Host Organisation:**
Eine Welt e.V., Leipzig
Stockartstr. 11
04277 Leipzig (DE)
Tel: +49 341 3010143
Fax: +49 341 3919106
E-mail: sebastian@einewelt-leipzig.de

**Sending Organisation:**
NEOSIMBOLO
Carabobo
2001-Carabobo (VE)
Tel: +58 241 8083231

**Project Reference:** DE-22-46-2004-R3
Beneficiary: IN VIA KATH. MÄDCHENSOZIALARBEIT ASCHAFFENBURG E.V.

Project Title: Fundacion Maraq Naira

Work with homeless street-children in La Paz. The volunteer will offer free time activities and other support to the children who live in the social centre or are its regular attendance.

Grant: 8460 €
Venue: La Paz (BO)

Contact Person:
Liebich Beatriz
Pestalozzistr. 17
63739 Aschaffenburg (DE)
Tel: +49-6021-24557
Fax: +49-6021-24558
E-mail: efd@invia-aschaffenburg.de

Host Organisation:
Fundacion Machaq Naira e.V.
Calle Mauricio Mancilla 760
-La Paz (BO)
Tel: +5912245
E-mail: Mivite03@hotmail.com

Sending Organisation:
IN VIA Kath. Mädchensozialarbeit Aschaffenburg e.V.
Aschaffenburg
63739-Aschaffenburg (DE)
Tel: +49-6021-24557
Fax: +49-6021-24558
E-mail: efd@invia-aschaffenburg.de

Beneficiary: CFD - CHRISTLICHER FRIEDENSDIENST E.V.

Project Title: El servicio volutario Una puente entre dos continentes

The host organisation works for and with children. It offers formal and non-formal activities, trying to fill the gaps of the state education. The volunteers will mainly organise artistic and sport leisure time activities, depending on the volunteers' abilities and interests.

Grant: 16690 €
Venue: Tola (NI)

Contact Person:
Huhmann Daniela
Rendeler Str.9-11
60385 Frankfurt / Main (DE)
Tel: +49-69-459072
Fax: +49-69-461213
E-mail: mtv@yap-cfd.de

Host Organisation:
Esperanza del Futuro
Frente al Calvario
.-Tola (NI)
Tel: +5054530482
E-mail: Aef@ibw.com.ni

Sending Organisation:
CFD - Christlicher Friedensdienst e.V.
Frankfurt / Main
60385-Frankfurt / Main (DE)
Tel: +49-69-459072
Fax: +49-69-461213
E-mail: mtv@yap-cfd.de

Project Reference: DE-22-54-2004-R3
Beneficiary: WELTWEITE INITIATIVE FÜR SOZIALES ENGAGEMENT E.V.

Project Title: Imagine IF

Three hosting projects in Latinamerica:

1. Nicaragua, Sano Y Salvo
   The volunteer will be involved in the educational programmes of the host organisation aiming to inform local people on how to use and implement sustainable agricultural methods. The volunteer will be mainly responsible for trips and programmes with and for children.

2. Nicaragua, La Luz,
   Within the organisation disabled work on the improvement of their social and professional situation. The volunteer will organise activities for disabled children and support the organisational work of the association.

3. Bolivia, COMPA
   The host organisations runs a theatre for street children. The volunteer will organise artistic and creative workshops and free time activities for the children.

Grant: 9810 €
Venue: El Alto (BO)

Contact Person:
Müller Cordula
Odenwaldschule Oberwaldschule Ober Hambach
64646 Heppenheim (DE)
Tel: 01797723767
E-mail: vorstan@wise-ev.de

Host Organisation:
compa
Plan 405 calle 17 B No 615
El Alto, Ciudad Satellite, La Paz (BO)
Tel: +59122813443
E-mail: compain@yahoo.com

Host Organisation:
Asociacion Christina de discapacitados La Luz
Barrio King
Masaya (NI)
Tel: +5057106

Host Organisation:
Sano y Salvo
Del monumento 3 c. al norte 1. c. al oeste
Nueva Guinea (NI)
Tel: +5052850174
E-mail: sanosalvo@yahoo.com

Sending Organisation:
Weltweite Initiative für Soziales Engagement e.V.
Heppenheim
64646-Heppenheim (DE)
Tel: 01797723767
E-mail: vorstan@wise-ev.de

Beneficiary: KANTUTA VERDE E.V.

Project Title: Centro Cultural Ayopayamanta

This Volunteer will be hosted in Bolivia by an culture centre, which is founded as an NGO. The main aim of the cultural centre is to change live circumstances and condition in rural regions. The working field of the cultural centre is in environmental protection, water supply, environmental education, solar power, reaforestation, and the support to people living in that rural districition. The volunteer will be involved in the activities done by that culture centre. That means after taking part to an intensive language course the volunteer starts supporting the staff at Ayopayamanta in environmental education, building and supporting the kitchen garden, developing teaching material for adults and children.

Grant: 9330 €
Venue: Cochabamba (BO)

Contact Person:
Villavicencio Roberto
Sonnensteinstr. 4
37115 Duderstadt (DE)
Tel: +49 5527 979651
E-mail: roberto.villavicencio@kantutaverde.org

Host Organisation:
Centro Cultural Ayopayamanta
Av. Pando/Parque Tidel Anze No. 5
Cassilla 2433-Cochabamba (BO)
Tel: +591444244909

Sending Organisation:
Kantuta Verde e.V.
Duderstadt
37115-Duderstadt (DE)
Tel: +49 5527 979651
E-mail: roberto.villavicencio@kantutaverde.org

Beneficiary: FORUM FÜR INTERNATIONALE FRIEDENSARBEIT E.V.

Project Title: Service of two female volunteers in Chile

The volunteers will work in a home for girls who are mostly orphans. They will help with daily tasks and organise free time activities and short weekend trips or holidays. Individual workshops and games can be organised and lead independently. Up to now the only young men have been taking part in projects in Chile of the applicant. Mostly within the framework of the civil service as an alternative to the compulsory military service. With the EVS they want to open up a possibility for young women to get involved in the partnership with Chile as well.

Grant: 17310 €
Venue: San Felipe (CL)

Contact Person: Glöckner Rolf
Wilhelm-Nieswandt-Allee 100
45326 Essen (DE)
Tel: +49 201 368912

Host Organisation: Anastasia c/o Sottolichio
Avenida Chacabus 144
San Felipe (CL)

Sending Organisation: Forum für Internationale Friedensarbeit e.V.
Essen
45326 Essen (DE)
Tel: +49 201 368912

Beneficiary: CVJM GESAMTVERBAND IN DEUTSCHLAND E.V.

Project Title: Kinder- und Jugendarbeit des CVJM Bonn e.V.

The volunteers tasks mainly include learning to organize and carry out the programs for children and youth in the YMCA building and outside.

Grant: 8126 €
Venue: (GE)

Contact Person:
Janssen Klaus Martin
Im Druseltal 8
34131 Kassel (DE)
Tel: +49 561 3087 0
Fax: +49 561 3087 270
E-mail: info@cvjm.de

Host Organisation:
CVJM Bonn
(DE)

Sending Organisation:
Asociacion Cristiana de Jovenes del Peru
Lima
32-Lima (PE)
Tel: +51 1 463 3001
E-mail: rarmelbianchi@ymcaperu.orf

**Beneficiary:** MTÜ NOORTEVAHETUSE ARENGU ÜHING ESTYES

**Project Title:** Hogares Providencial / work with street girls in Mexico

Estonian volunteer Kristel Lipand is invited to do EVS project in Mexico. This project is proposed in order to strengthen the cooperation and exchange experiences between EstYES/Estonia and AIJUVE/Mexico. The project is in the social field and will permit the young volunteer to discover this sector overseas. Hogares Providencia is a permanent shelter for homeless children where they receive care, education and protection. The selection of the volunteer is done on the base of her interest and previous experience in the sector of the social work.

**Grant:** 6258 €

**Venue:** Toluca (MX)

**Contact Person:**
Kurushev Aleksandr
Wiedemanni 3
10126 Tallinn (EE)
Tel: +372 6013309
Fax: +372 6013309
E-mail: estyes@estyes.ee

**Host Organisation:**
Hogares Providencia, IAP
Huitzilopochtli No. 102 Colonia Sanat Barbara
50020-Toluca (MX)
Tel: +527222141616

**Sending Organisation:**
MTÜ Noortevahetuse Arengu Ühing ESTYES
Tallinn
10126-Tallinn (EE)
Tel: +372 6013309
Fax: +372 6013309
E-mail: estyes@estyes.ee

**Project Reference:** EE-22-3-2004-R3
Beneficiary: EUROPEAN YOUTH LINK

Project Title: VOLUNTEERING WITH THE WORLD RAINFOREST MOVEMENT - INTERNATIONAL SECRETARIAT

The project will involve the planning and carrying out of a workshop bringing together local communities of forest dependent people on the one hand and on the other the experiences and knowledge distilled from other communities members of the World Rainforest Movement. The workshop and the numerous activities that forerun it, in part conform with the ongoing campaign on tree plantations but has been specifically designed in an attempt to make the spirit of intercultural exchange.

Grant: 7906 €
Venue: Montevideo (UY)

Contact Person:
ANGELI IOANNA
Syvota Igoumenitsa
46100 Syvota (GR)
Tel: +306945600200
E-mail: casivota@otenet.gr

Host Organisation:
WORLD RAINFOREST MOVEMENT - INTERNATIONAL SECRETARIAT
Maldonado 1858
11200-Montevideo (UY)
Tel: +598-2-413 2989
Fax: +598-2-418 0762
E-mail: wrm@wrm.org.uy

Sending Organisation:
European youth link
Syvota
46100-Syvota (GR)
Tel: 00306945600200
E-mail: casivota@otenet.gr

Project Reference: GR-22-4-2004-R1
Beneficiary: OFICINA DE ACCIÓN SOLIDARIA Y COOPERACIÓN- FUNDACIÓN GENERAL DE LA UAM

Project Title: Apoyo a la conformacion de un Centro de Desarrollo Microempresarial en Ecuador

Support the work of Fundacion Yerbabuena, particularly in the field of popular economics and microcredits, with emphasis on the links between gender and development, allowing the exchange of experiences between the volunteer and the community, and the processes of exchange of information on local development and gender issues between local groups and wider networks.

Grant: 5775 €
Venue: Guayaquil (EC)

Contact Person:
Arias Careaga Silvia
UAM- Edificio Rectorado 3a. planta, Carretera de Colmenar Km15,500
28049 Madrid (ES)
Tel: +34 914977602
Fax: +34 914977602
E-mail: iniciativa.solidaria@uam.es

Host Organisation:
Fundacion Yerbabuena
Valparaiso 301, y Washington, barrio del Seguro
0000-Guayaquil (EC)
Tel: +593 4 2584155
Fax: +593 2 443567
E-mail: fyerba@impasat.net.ec

Sending Organisation:
Oficina de Acción Solidaria y Cooperación- Fundación General de la UAM
Madrid
28049-Madrid (ES)
Tel: +34 914977602
Fax: +34 914977602
E-mail: iniciativa.solidaria@uam.es

Beneficiary: OFICINA DE ACCIÓN SOLIDARIA Y COOPERACIÓN- FUNDACIÓN GENERAL DE LA UAM

Project Title: Lucha contra el trabajo infantil en Quito, Ecuador

Volunteer will work with UBECI, a NGO located in Quito whose main objective is the Prevention of Child Labour. Her tasks will take place in four different Programs: prevention program – to organise and participate in games and other activities such as storytelling, sports, academic support program - help children improve their reading skills and their studying techniques, family Counselling Program – to participate in meetings with the families of the working children in order to inform them of the work of the organisation and to raise awareness about this problem, production program - the evaluation of the Program, focusing mainly on its impact on women.

Grant: 6235 €
Venue: Quito (EC)

Contact Person:
Arias Careaga Silvia
UAM- Edificio Rectorado 3a. planta, Carretera de Colmenar Km15,500
28049 Madrid (ES)
Tel: +34 914977602
Fax: +34 914977602
E-mail: iniciativa.solidaria@uam.es

Host Organisation:
UBECI - Union de Beneficios en Educacion y Colaboracion Internacional
Huacho 155 y Jose Peralta
000-Quito (EC)
Tel: 593 2 3110113
E-mail: ubeci@hotmail.com

Sending Organisation:
Oficina de Acción Solidaria y Cooperación- Fundación General de la UAM
Madrid
28049-Madrid (ES)
Tel: +34 914977602
Fax: +34 914977602
E-mail: iniciativa.solidaria@uam.es

Beneficiary: OFICINA DE ACCIÓN SOLIDARIA Y COOPERACIÓN- FUNDACIÓN GENERAL DE LA UAM

Project Title: Ayuda y asistencia de la infancia abandonada y maltratada en Loja, Ecuador

Sergio will spend 6 months collaborating with Hogar Infantil Padre Julio Villarroel Ocaña, an association that fosters children who are undergoing risk situations such as violence, poverty, sexual abuse... His main tasks will be support in the Association's Lunch Room, organisation and participation in games and sports with the children, participation and elaboration of materials for different workshops, intercultural Learning, Values, Gender, to assist the children in the Academic Support Program, organisation and participation in excursions and visits, specially to Jipiro Ecological Park.

Grant: 4855 €
Venue: Loja (EC)

Contact Person:
Arias Careaga Silvia
UAM- Edificio Rectorado 3a. planta, Carretera de Colmenar Km15,500
28049 Madrid (ES)
Tel: +34 914977602
Fax: +34 914977602
E-mail: iniciativa.solidaria@uam.es

Host Organisation:
ALBERGUE INFANTIL PADRE JULIO VILLARROEL OCAÑA
Calle Agustín Carrion Palacios (final complejo ferial)
11-01-586-Loja (EC)
Tel: 572736 571390

Sending Organisation:
Oficina de Acción Solidaria y Cooperación- Fundación General de la UAM
Madrid
28049-Madrid (ES)
Tel: +34 914977602
Fax: +34 914977602
E-mail: iniciativa.solidaria@uam.es

Beneficiary: AFAIJ

Project Title: Proyecto Marcelina

The project is concerning social inclusion of those categories of persons who have many difficulties to be considered part of the "normal" society. The volunteer from Spain is going to work with children with strong family and drugs difficulties.

Grant: 5520 €
Venue: La Paz (BO)

Contact Person:
Fernandez-Avila Paloma
C/ Alfredo Marquerie, 23
28034 Madrid (ES)
Tel: 91-3780413
Fax: +34913780413
E-mail: afaij.spain@terra.es

Host Organisation:
HOGAR MARCELINA-YCIE Bolivia
Pasaje Gimenez 771
5745-La Paz (BO)
Tel: 591 15 95242
E-mail: proyectoalalay@hotmail.com

Sending Organisation:
AFAIJ
Madrid
28034-Madrid (ES)
Tel: 91-3780413
Fax: +34913780413
E-mail: afaij.spain@terra.es

Beneficiary: **ASOCIACION MALAGUEÑA DE EMIGRANTES RETORNADOS**

**Project Title:** Actividades de/la voluntario/a con emigrantes españoles retornados a Malaga y su provincia

The main aim of the project is to help the Spanish emigrants and their families returned in Malaga and its province, by information, services, discussions and conferences, professional orientation and employment office also to support the integration in all the levels of the Spanish society and so the acquisition of their right as much in Spain as in the countries of emigration.

**Grant:** 8596 €  
**Venue:** Malaga (ES)

**Contact Person:**  
Garcia Astorga Genoveva  
Ancha del Carmen, nº 3 2º  
29002 Malaga (ES)  
Tel: 952 34 93 04  
Fax: 952 347931  
E-mail: amermalaga@amermalaga.e.telefonica.net

**Host Organisation:**  
Asociacion Malagueña de Emigrantes Retornados  
Ancha del Carmen, nº 3 2º  
29002-Malaga (ES)  
Tel: 952 34 93 04  
Fax: 952 347931  
E-mail: amermalaga@amermalaga.e.telefonica.net

**Sending Organisation:**  
Direccion Academica de Proyeccion Social y Extension Universitaria de la Pontificia Univ. del Peru  
Lima 32-Lima (PE)  
Tel: 6262000 2142  
Fax: 6262809  
E-mail: dapseu@pucp.edu.pe

**Project Reference:** ES-22-107-2004-R5
Beneficiary: OFICINA DE ACCIÓN SOLIDARIA Y COOPERACIÓN - FUNDACIÓN GENERAL DE LA UNIVERSIDAD AUTÓNOMA DE MADRID

Project Title: Interculturalidad, Codesarrollo y Comunidades Indígenas en la Amazonía Peruana

The objective is the mutual cultural development of the community and the volunteer who will be involved into activities (discussions, visits and registration of information).

Grant: 6351 €
Venue: Iquitos (PE)

Contact Person:
ARIAS SILVIA
UAM- Edificio Rectorado 3a. planta, Carretera de Colmenar Km15,500
28049 Madrid (ES)
Tel: +34 913967602
Fax: +34 913967602
E-mail: iniciativa.solidaria@uam.es

Host Organisation:
Programa de Formación de Maestros Bilingües
Abtao 1715
xx-Iquitos (PE)
Tel: 51-65-264062
Fax: 51-65-263594
E-mail: formabiap@terra.com.pe

Sending Organisation:
Oficina de Acción Solidaria y Cooperación - Fundación General de la Universidad Autónoma de Madrid
Madrid
28049 Madrid (ES)
Tel: +34 913967602
Fax: +34 913967602
E-mail: iniciativa.solidaria@uam.es

Project Reference: ES-22-11-2004-R1
Beneficiary:  **MINKA - CENTRO DE PROMOCIÓN Y SOLIDARIDAD**

**Project Title:** Seguridad Para el Desarrollo en los Cerros del Cono Este de Lima

The project is a full intervention model in Cerros El Pino, 7 de Octubre and El Amauta, where 41,000 people, 2,000 leaders and 20 social organisations live. Our aim is providing these communities with better skills to overcome risk situations through the development of specific technical skills, the improvement of public works and the environment, together with the strengthening of the local civil monitoring system. The project was started as an answer to the emerging necessities of this population due to their poverty and risk situation and their lack of public services. This way, we are aiming at the improvement of their life standards through a full intervention in their habitat and the development of general public works, involving young people and women and acknowledging their work with adequate salaries.

**Grant:** 8820 €

**Venue:** Lima (PE)

**Contact Person:**
GADEA GÁLVEZ BELISA
Aldea del Fresno nº 1 - 3º
28045 Madrid (ES)
Tel: +34-914746845
Fax: +34-914746845
E-mail: minka@nodo50.org

**Host Organisation:**
Centro de Promoción Urbana - Cepromur-
Strauss 792, San Borja
Lima (PE)
Tel: +511-2257612
Fax: +511-2257612
E-mail: cepromur@terra-com.es

**Sending Organisation:**
MINKA - CENTRO DE PROMOCIÓN Y SOLIDARIDAD
Madrid
28045-Madrid (ES)
Tel: +34-914746845
Fax: +34-914746845
E-mail: minka@nodo50.org

*Project Reference: ES-22-18-2004-R1*
Beneficiary: OFICINA DE ACCIÓN SOLIDARIA Y COOPERACIÓN - FUNDACIÓN GENERAL DE LA UNIVERSIDAD AUTÓNOMA DE MADRID

Project Title: Creación de espacios educativos en el distrito de La Matanza de Buenos Aires

The host organisation started to create the schools in the most deprived suburbs of Buenos Aires, in order to attend children and to prevent huge social problems such as violence or drug abuse. Madres de Plaza de Mayo tries to create spaces where children are taken out from their environment of daily violence and misery. The organisation's standing point is education, based on human rights and equality.

Grant: 5935 €
Venue: Buenos Aires (AR)

Contact Person:
Silvia Arias
UAM- Edificio Rectorado 3a. planta, Carretera de Colmenar Km15,500
28049 Madrid (ES)
Tel: +34 913967602
Fax: +34 913967602
E-mail: iniciativa.solidaria@uam.es

Host Organisation:
Asociación rebelión y Esperanza - Madres de Mayo
Hipólito Yrigoyen 1584
Tel: 5411 4383-0377/6430
E-mail: madres@satlink.com

Sending Organisation:
Oficina de Acción Solidaria y Cooperación - Fundación General de la Universidad Autónoma de Madrid
Madrid
28049-Madrid (ES)
Tel: +34 913967602
Fax: +34 913967602
E-mail: iniciativa.solidaria@uam.es

Project Reference: ES-22-23-2004-R1
Beneficiary: ASOCIACIÓN PARA LA INTEGRACIÓN Y PROGRESO DE LAS CULTURAS - PANDORA

Project Title: Nueva Esperanza

The Association "Help of the Disabled: Nueva Esperanza" is a non-governmental organisation, founded in San Martin de los Andes, Argentina, by families and friends of disabled persons in 1992. It was created as a respond to a lack of care for disabled people. The principal objectives of the organisation are to provide rehabilitation to physically and mentally handicapped persons, assistance to families of disabled people, care for disabled children to allow their mothers to work out of their homes, information and advice on disability, pedagogical help to disabled children and youngsters to improve their learning capacity. This organisation is about the only one in this city, able to offer these services to the disabled people and their families. Help and assistance from volunteers are necessary to achieve the organisation's objectives.

Grant: 9020 €
Venue: Buenos Aires (AR)

Contact Person:
Chantal Mayer
Gran Vía, 71 - 2º
28013 Madrid (ES)
Tel: 91 7589732
Fax: 91 5590679
E-mail: aipc@aipc-pandora

Host Organisation:
Asociación de ayuda al discapacitado "Nueva Esperanza"
Cap Drury As Fosbery
8370-San Martin de los Andes (AR)
Tel: 54 2972 426570
E-mail: nuevaesperanza@smandes.com.ar

Host Organisation:
The Experiment in International Living
Humberto Primo, 939
C1103 ACS-Buenos Aires (AR)
Tel: 011 4300 4286
Fax: 011 4300 6190
E-mail: jean@tle.com.ar

Sending Organisation:
Asociación para la integración y progreso de las culturas - Pandora
Madrid
28013-Madrid (ES)
Tel: 91 7589732
Fax: 91 5590679
E-mail: aipc@aipc-pandora

Project Reference: ES-22-26-2004-R1
Beneficiary: MOLINOS DE PAPEL

Project Title: Sala de terapia para discapacitados

The project consists on the participation of the volunteer in the physical rehabilitation unit of the Hogar María de Nazareth, in Yurimaguas (Peru), offering help to the youth and children living in the Home and in this area of the Amazon.

Grant: 7390 €
Venue: Yurimaguas (PE)

Contact Person:
Maria Inmaculada Castro Cerro
Feria, 115
02004 Albacete (ES)
Tel: 652 887455
E-mail: molinosdepapelalbacete@hotmail.com

Host Organisation:
Misioneras de Jesús
Humbolt, 234
Apdo. 167-Yurimaguas (PE)
Tel: 51 94 35 24 23
Fax: 51 94 35 28 83
E-mail: jesusole@terra.com.pe

Sending Organisation:
Molinos de Papel
Albacete
02004-Albacete (ES)
Tel: 652 887455
E-mail: molinosdepapelalbacete@hotmail.com

Project Reference: ES-22-30-2004-R1
Beneficiary: CENTRO RURAL JOVEN VIDA (CERUJOVI)

Project Title: CASA MATERNA, RAYITO DE SOL Y ALFABETIZACIÓN

Casa Materna is a hosting house for women from communities which are far away from hospitals. They spend the last days of their pregnancy there and the volunteers will help in their formation, advising and technical support. "Rayito de sol" (Small Sun Ray) is a project promoted by the UNAG. It is a centre for children of the street who have been abandoned by their families. The volunteers will help in the development of the education and social system and will support with accompaniment, handy-crafts and practical workshops and school support. "Alfabetización" (teaching of basic literacy) is a project promoted by the UNAG which consists of teaching the women to read and write. Being mothers very early and lacking resources they have not had the chance of receiving an education.

Grant: 17160 €
Venue: San Carlos (NI)

Contact Person:
Maeso Pizarro Manuel
Plaza del Concilio 6
06412 Vivares (ES)
Tel: 924853500
Fax: 924853500
E-mail: cerujovi@telefonica.net

Host Organisation:
Unión Nacional de Agricultores y Ganaderos
De la Iglesia Católica una cuadra al lago
xx-Sa Carlos (NI)
Tel: 2830371
Fax: 2830371
E-mail: fefaba@hotmail.com

Sending Organisation:
Centro Rural Joven Vida (Cerujovi)
Vivares
06412-Vivares (ES)
Tel: 924853500
Fax: 924853500
E-mail: cerujovi@telefonica.net

Project Reference: ES-22-44-2004-R1
Beneficiary: **OFICINA DE ACCIÓN SOLIDARIA Y COOPERACIÓN**

**Project Title:** Tus Derechos como herramienta de cambio

Asociación Renacimiento works with local indigenous communities in Patzun, Guatemala. Their work is concentrated around Human Rights, Reproductive Health and Hygiene. Emma and Irene will participate in free time activities with children and youth such as theater, games, excursions... apart from their immediate goal, these activities will be aimed at developing the children's awareness of Human Rights and of the importance of their traditional culture. The volunteers will also take part in Reproductive Health & Hygiene workshops and will visit different communities in order to collect data about different strategies to reach a sustainable development.

**Grant:** 6075 €  
**Venue:** Patzun (GT)

**Contact Person:**  
Arias Careaga Silvia  
UAM- Edificio Rectorado 3a. planta, Carretera de Colmenar Km15,500  
28049 Madrid (ES)  
Tel: +34 914977602  
Fax: +34 914977602  
E-mail: iniciativa.solidaria@uam.es

**Host Organisation:**  
Asociación Renacimiento  
Canton Poniente, Manzana 2  
111-Patzun (GT)  
Tel: 502 8398270  
Fax: 502 8398270  
E-mail: asocrenac@pronet.net.gt

**Sending Organisation:**  
Oficina de Acción Solidaria y Cooperación  
28049-Madrid (ES)  
Tel: +34 914977602  
Fax: +34 914977602  
E-mail: iniciativa.solidaria@uam.es

**Project Reference:** ES-22-59-2004-R3
Beneficiary:  OFICINA DE ACCIÓN SOLIDARIA Y COOPERACIÓN

Project Title:  Tus Derechos como herramienta de cambio

Asociación Renacimiento works with local indigenous communities in Patzun, Guatemala. Their work revolves around Human Rights, Reproductive Health and Hygiene. Emma and Irene will participate in free time activities with children and youth such as theater, games, excursions... apart from their immediate goal, these activities will be aimed at developing the children's awareness of Human Rights and of the importance of their traditional culture. The volunteers will also take part in Reproductive Health & Hygiene workshops and will visit different communities in order to collect data about different strategies to reach a sustainable development.

Grant:  6075 €
Venue:  Patzun (GT)

Contact Person:
Arias Silvia
UAM- Edificio Rectorado 3a. planta, Carretera de Colmenar Km15,500
28049 Madrid (ES)
Tel: +34 914977602
Fax: +34 914977602
E-mail: iniciativa.solidaria@uam.es

Host Organisation:
Asociación Renacimiento
Canton Poniente, Manzana 2
111-Patzun (GT)
Tel: 502 8398270
Fax: 502 8398270
E-mail: asocrenac@pronet.net.gt

Sending Organisation:
Oficina de Acción Solidaria y Cooperación
Madrid
28049-Madrid (ES)
Tel: +34 914977602
Fax: +34 914977602
E-mail: iniciativa.solidaria@uam.es

Beneficiary: OFICINA DE ACCIÓN SOLIDARIA Y COOPERACIÓN

Project Title: Atención integral a jóvenes desplazados debido al conflicto armado "Hogar transitorio La Macarena"

The young volunteer, Gerardo Arancibia, will collaborate with Fundación Casa de Colores, an NGO that works with children who have suffered from the consequences of the armed conflict in Colombia. His main tasks will be to participate in workshops that will cover different topics, such as Education for Peace, Gender, Tolerance... these workshops will include activities like storytelling, dancing, sports...

Grant: 7351 €
Venue: Bogota (CO)

Contact Person:
Arias Silvia
UAM- Edificio Rectorado 3a. planta, Carretera de Colmenar Km15,500
28049 Madrid (ES)
Tel: +34 914977602
Fax: +34 914977602
E-mail: iniciativa.solidaria@uam.es

Host Organisation:
Fundación Casa de Colores
Calle 26 nº 3-04
111-Bogotá (CO)
Tel: 3369494
Fax: 3369494
E-mail: casadecolores@casitadecolores.org

Sending Organisation:
Oficina de Acción Solidaria y Cooperación
28049-Madrid (ES)
Tel: +34 914977602
Fax: +34 914977602
E-mail: iniciativa.solidaria@uam.es

Beneficiary: AIPC-PANDORA
Project Title: Granjas comunitarias para Jocotán, Camotán y Olapa

The project is based on the improvement of the farming in rural areas at local level by means of organization, participation and self-management in order to contribute to the food safety situation and the proper use of the local resources. The project objectives are to support the food safety situation in local communities in the Ch'orti' area through the development of communitarian farms on the basis of self-management, to encourage the participation of women as the leaders of the projects and promote their literacy, to promote the breeding of fast growing species as a source of animal protein, to help the beneficiary population of the project (women, men and children) to develop specific skills on breeding and species reproduction, funds management, marketing of the products, nutritional aspects and animal food production. Other activities of the project aim at organizing women's committees to hold the responsibility of the project, establishing school farms providing the kids with the opportunity of learn about it, teaching parents how to run a family farm, contributing to the nutritional strengthening by teaching mothers how to cook meat dishes and optimising the vegetable garden production and seed storage. Literacy of the parents and teaching elementary maths operations will be part of the project in order to ensure the basic knowledge to develop the activities.

Grant: 5870 €  
Venue: Guatemala (GT)

Contact Person:  
Eseverri Ana  
Gran Vía, 71  
28013 Madrid (ES)  
Tel: 917589732  
Fax: 915590679  
E-mail: aipc@aipc-pandora.org

Host Organisation:  
Acude  
7a. Avenida 7-78, zona 4. Edificio Centroamericano, 10o Nivel, Of. 1003 y 1004  
Zona 4-Guatemala (GT)  
Tel: 502 3322155  
Fax: 502 3311129  
E-mail: acude@intelnett.com

Sending Organisation:  
AIPC-Pandora  
Madrid  
28013-Madrid (ES)  
Tel: 917589732  
Fax: 915590679  
E-mail: aipc@aipc-pandora.org

Beneficiary: **ASOCIACIÓN DE CIENCIAS AMBIENTALES**

**Project Title:** Desarrollo rural en la unidad de conservación Sierra de Los Comechingones, provincia de San Luis

Sustainable development in local communities of Sierra de los Comechingones is being affected by serious erosion problems and environmental degradation. The project aims at local communities development that should be focused on sustainable techniques of agriculture, cattle raising and tourism, compatible with biodiversity conservation. High ecological value ecosystems are located in this place due to specific microclimate conditions.

Grant: 17392 €
Venue: Buenos Aires (AR)

**Contact Person:**
Tirado Sergio
Fac. de CC. Ambientales. Univ. de Alcalá. Ctra.Madrid- Barcelona, km.33,600
28871 Alcalá de Henares (ES)
Tel: 666206216
E-mail: aca@ciencias-ambientales.org

**Host Organisation:**
Asociación Amigos de los Parques Nacionales
Esmeralda 605-piso 3/Av. Santa Fe 690 - piso 1º
1007/1059-Buenos Aires (AR)
Tel: +54 1145013933
Fax: +54 1145013933
E-mail: ongparquesnacionales@yahoo.com.ar

**Sending Organisation:**
Asociación de Ciencias Ambientales
Alcalá de Henares
28871-Alcalá de Henares (ES)
Tel: 666206216
E-mail: aca@ciencias-ambientales.org

**Project Reference:** ES-22-69-2004-R3
Beneficiary: ASOCIACIÓN AJA

Project Title: Desarrollo Comunitario en Villaflores

Laura is going to develop her activities in the Sardinian Association of Peru, contributing all to its experience like educator and entertainer in the projects of the association: work of nonformal education, with minors in risk, with parents and children with syndrome of Down.

Grant: 8526 €
Venue: Lima (PE)

Contact Person:
Aguilera Yáñez Marta
Doctor Espina, 38 Local Bajo
28019 Madrid (ES)
Tel: 91 391 3221
Fax: 914714946
E-mail: aja@aja-madrid.org

Host Organisation:
Asociación Sarda del Perú
Jr. Chiclayo 542 Departamento H Miraflores
111-Lima (PE)
Tel: +51 14446014
Fax: +51 14446014
E-mail: sardegna@terra.pe

Sending Organisation:
Asociación Aja
Madrid
28019-Madrid (ES)
Tel: 91 391 3221
Fax: 914714946
E-mail: aja@aja-madrid.org

Beneficiary: UNIVERSIDAD DE GRANADA (ÁREA DE DIDÁCTICA DE LA EXPRESIÓN CORPORAL)

Project Title: LA DISCAPACIDAD COMO DIFERENCIA Y NO COMO DEFECTO

In this project Physical Education is meant to be used as a tool to improve the life condition of handicapped people introducing new teaching and learning methods, building up self-esteem, encouraging their capacities and respecting their limits, as well as working in the emotional field. The volunteer will collaborate in coordination with the Servicio Provincial de Salud (Health department) of the province of Cienfuegos (Cuba) and the people directly responsible for the physical and mental disabled centre of that province, where different actions aiming the reinforcement of the capacities of the population will be promoted in order to integrate them fully in society and contribute to their comprehensive development as persons, helping them to increase their self-esteem. We will also promote the rehabilitation and social integration of disabled people through the full active participation of families and community, informing and guiding the centre and society about matters regarding methods of intervention for disabled people and social interaction.

Grant: 6000 €
Venue: Cienfuegos (CU)

Contact Person:
Linares Girela Daniel
Campus Universitario de Cartuja
18071 Granada (ES)
Tel: 34 958 243954
Fax: 34 958 249053
E-mail: dexpremu@ucartuja.ugr.es

Host Organisation:
Centro de Impedidos Fisicos y Mentales de la Direccion Prov. de Salud de la Provincia de Cienfuegos
Hospital Provincial
Cienfuegos (CU)
Tel: +53 432 516927
E-mail: Salvador@dps.cfg.sld.cu

Sending Organisation:
Universidad de Granada (Área de Didáctica de la Expresión corporal)
Granada
18071-Granada (ES)
Tel: 34 958 243954
Fax: 34 958 249053
E-mail: dexpremu@ucartuja.ugr.es

Beneficiary: YAVIL

Project Title: PARTICIPACION CIUDADANA Y AUDITORIA SOCIAL PARA EL DESARROLLO

The project develops its activities mainly in urban areas searching for the proactive participation of the population, specially the youngsters and women. The projects aims to build new ways of organisation and structures reinforcing popular participation. Its goals are to encourage the participation of the inhabitants in poor sectors, in development and community projects. It also promotes the building of Agendas for discussion and agreement of social services that may influence the local and national social policies.

Grant: 7957 €
Venue: San Jose (CR)

Contact Person:
Levorato Daniele
C/Dr. Marañon, 3
11002 Cadiz (ES)
Tel: 34 956 015 342
Fax: 34 956 015 281
E-mail: yavil@yavil.org

Host Organisation:
CENTRO DE ESTUDIOS Y PUBLICACIONES ALFORJA
100 S y 175 E del Banco Nacional, San Pedro Montes de Oca
369-1000-San Jose (CR)
Tel: 506 2806540
Fax: 506 2806540
E-mail: cep@alforja.or.cr

Sending Organisation:
YAVIL
Cadiz
11002-Cadiz (ES)
Tel: 34 956 015 342
Fax: 34 956 015 281
E-mail: yavil@yavil.org

Beneficiary: **AYUNTAMIENTO DE MURCIA - SERVICIO DE JUVENTUD**

**Project Title:** MURCIA, CIUDAD JOVEN

We will host a volunteer from Chile for the project "Murcia, young city". One of the actions of the project "Murcia, young city" is the youth centre "La Nave", included in the Participation programme. Among its aims and activities we can mention the support of the youth activities and organisations with its premises in the Youth Space "La Nave", youth information activities, consultancy and advice to youth associations, provision of resources, lending of material, etc.

**Grant:** 5068 €

**Venue:** Murcia (ES)

**Contact Person:**
Martin Melgarejo María Teresa
Palacio de los Deportes, Avenida del Rocio s/n
30007 Murcia (ES)
Tel: 34 968201107
Fax: 34 968236663
E-mail: Planjoven@ayto-murcia.es

**Host Organisation:**
AYUNTAMIENTO DE MURCIA - SERVICIO DE JUVENTUD
Palacio de los Deportes, Avenida del Rocio s/n
30007-Murcia (ES)
Tel: 34 968201107
Fax: 34 968236663
E-mail: Planjoven@ayto-murcia.es

**Sending Organisation:**
INSTITUTO NACIONAL DE LA JUVENTUD DE CHILE
Santiago de Chile
834-0475-Santiago de Chile (CL)
Tel: 56 2 620 47 24
Fax: 56 2 620 47 58
E-mail: contacto@injuv.gob.cl

**Project Reference:** ES-22-89-2004-R5
Beneficiary:  OFICINA DE ACCIÓN SOLIDARIA Y COOPERACIÓN - FUNDACIÓN GENERAL DE LA UNIVERSIDAD AUTÓNOMA DE MADRID

Project Title: Educacion ambiental en los pueblos situados en la zona de influencia de la Estación Ecológica (Luiz A

The Association Amigos de Jatai participate mainly in the following areas: conservation of environmental and cultural diversity, environmental education and sustainable development. The volunteers will cooperate with organisation promoting cultural exchange by means of different workshops: music, crafts,... They will also carry out duties aimed at promoting sustainable development in the region, fostering social and environmental awareness and implementing environment-friendly routines in daily life.

Grant: 4999 €
Venue: Sao Paulo (BR)

Contact Person:
Arias Silvia
UAM- Edificio Rectorado 3a. planta, Carretera de Colmenar Km15,500
28049 Madrid (ES)
Tel: +34 913967602
Fax: +34 913967602
E-mail: iniciativa.solidaria@uam.es

Host Organisation:
Asociación de Amigos de Jatai
Avenida de la Independencia 450
14210-000 Sao Paulo (BR)
Tel: 55 163372 22 16
E-mail: ppse@iris.ufscar.br

Sending Organisation:
Oficina de Acción Solidaria y Cooperación - Fundación General de la Universidad Autónoma de Madrid
Madrid
28049-Madrid (ES)
Tel: +34 913967602
Fax: +34 913967602
E-mail: iniciativa.solidaria@uam.es

Project Reference: ES-22-9-2004-R1
Beneficiary: **FEDERACIÓN ARAGONESA DE MONTAÑISMO**

**Project Title:** La Casa de Panchita: centro de referencia para las trabajadoras de hogar en Lima

Panchita's House is a centre for girls and young women who work as domestic service and study in one of the education programmes for youth and adults in educational centres in Lima (Peru). The aim is to support these girls and teenagers to manage some of the rights frequently denied when working in the domestic service, such as education, social inclusion, maintenance of their cultural identity of origin and integrity, human development and maintenance of their family links. The activities carried out in the centre aims at motivation, information, support and guidance.

**Grant:** 18580 €  
**Venue:** Lima (PE)

**Contact Person:**  
Camino de los Molinos, 32  
50015 Zaragoza (ES)  
Tel: 34 976 106170  
Fax: 34 976106171  
E-mail: sve@prames.com

**Host Organisation:**  
Asociacion Grupo de Trabajo Redes  
Las Dalias 251 dpto 403 Lima 18  
0000-Lima (PE)  
Tel: 051 1 4451469  
E-mail: asociaciongrupodetrabajadores@terra.com.pe

**Sending Organisation:**  
Federación Aragonesa de Montañismo  
Zaragoza  
50015-Zaragoza (ES)  
Tel: 34 976 106170  
Fax: 34 976106171  
E-mail: sve@prames.com

**Project Reference:** ES-22-95-2004-R5
Beneficiary: AFAIJ

Project Title: HOGAR DE NAZARET

Volunteer will be involved into the project in Colombia, at "Hogar de Nazaret" helping underaged girls that have grown up as the victims of physical and psychological abuses (sexual, ill treatment, drug addict parents, alcoholism etc.). The project aims to foster young volunteer's personal development and commitment to voluntary service. The project will enhance the exchange of experiences among hosting projects working in different national contexts.

Grant: 5550 €
Venue: Bogota (CO)

Contact Person:
Fernandez-Avila Paloma
C/ Alfredo Marquerie, 23
28034 Madrid (ES)
Tel: 91-3780413
Fax: +34913780413
E-mail: afaij.spain@terra.es

Host Organisation:
Hogar de Nazaret
Calle 46 No. 55A-12
0000-Bogota D.C. (CO)
Tel: 57 1 221 9554
Fax: 57 1 221 9554

Sending Organisation:
AFAIJ
Madrid
28034-Madrid (ES)
Tel: 91-3780413
Fax: +34913780413
E-mail: afaij.spain@terra.es

Beneficiary: **SAVOIE ARGENTINE**

**Project Title:** Animation culturelle et linguistique pour les cousins d'Argentine

Le volontaire viendra en renfort des activités de diffusion de la langue et de la culture françaises de l'association "Centro Saboya Argentina". Il collaborera à l'organisation d'activités d'animation culturelle et linguistique à destination de la population locale (enfants et adultes). Ces actions permettront ainsi une ouverture sur la France et susciteront un intérêt pour des activités nouvelles. Le volontaire sera l'animateur principal des actions envisagées sous la supervision du tuteur.

**Grant:** 6402 €

**Venue:** Villa Elisa (AR)

**Contact Person:**
FAVRE Jean
Mairie de Champanges
74500 EVIAN (FR)
Tel: 04 50 73 43 42
Fax: 04 50 76 20 59

**Host Organisation:**
CENTRO SABOYA ARGENTINA
Boulevard Churruarin 1506
3265-VILLA ELISA (AR)
Tel: 03447 481 338
Fax: 03447 481 338
E-mail: csaboyave@ciudad.com.ar

**Sending Organisation:**
SAVOIE ARGENTINE
EVIAN
74500-EVIAN (FR)
Tel: 04 50 73 43 42
Fax: 04 50 76 20 59

**Project Reference:** FR-22-1-2004-R1
Nous allons recevoir Wellington pour 6 mois au sein du Centre Régional d'Information Jeunesse, il va plus particulièrement travailler avec moi, N’Zabela QUENUM, Chargée de Mission Programmes Européens et ainsi pouvoir découvrir non seulement l'ensemble de ce programme que nous avons déjà évoqué ensemble mais il va avoir l'opportunité de prendre part à de nouveaux projets et en intégrer au moins un en tant que jeune leader. En effet, nous souhaitons développer des échanges avec nos voisins proches et si cela n'est pas encore possible avec le Surinam, cela l'est néanmoins avec le Brésil. C'est de notre appartenance à la France et donc de ce fait à l'Europe qu'il nous est permis de monter ce type de projet et ainsi d'avoir la chance de travailler avec le Brésil. Aussi, il nous faut profiter de cet avantage. Un jeune homme tel que Wellington de par ses qualités et ses compétences, étant très dynamique et maîtrisant bien le français et l'anglais peut être une personne ressource très importante par rapport à notre désir profond d'établir des liens durables de développement d'échanges culturels entre le Brésil, la Guyane et la France, cette expérience qu'il va acquérir au sein du CRIJ, nous souhaitions qu'il s'en serve et qu'il la transmette à d'autres soit au Brésil, soit en Guyane soit ailleurs car il a pour ambition de continuer ses études au Canada et à mon avis cette expérience est pour lui nécessaire et indispensable à son épanouissement et à sa transition personnelles. Son intégration au sein de notre équipe constituera aussi une étape importante à l'élargissement de notre réseau international qui va de l'Europe à la Caraïbe en passant par le bassin amazonien.

Grant: 5956 €
Venue: Cayenne (FR)

Contact Person:
QUENUM N’Zabela
Angle de l’avenue du général de Gaulle et du Boulevard Jubelin
97345 Cayenne (FR)
Tel: 05 94 29 64 50
Fax: 05 94 25 18 42
E-mail: Cij@wanadoo.fr

Host Organisation:
C R I J Guyane
Angle de l'avenue du général de Gaulle et du Boulevard Jubelin
97345-Cayenne (FR)
Tel: 05 94 29 64 50
Fax: 05 94 25 18 42
E-mail: Cij@wanadoo.fr

Sending Organisation:
Alliance française de Belém
Belém /Pará
CEP : 660 35-0-Belém /Pará (BR)
Tel: +5591 224 39 98
Fax: +5591224 39 98
E-mail: frsow@amazon.com.br

Project Reference: FR-22-17-2004-R1
The Association (NGO) "Enfants des andes" (Children from Andes) has been created to help disadvantaged children: orphans, abandoned children or suffering an extreme poverty. A children village has been built in Leoncio Prado province to provide the children with the vital cares they need: food, lodging, education, health and opportunity to play in a wholesome way. Matthieu will bring listening and pay attention to these children and will essentially develop leisure activities with them.

Grant: 5448 €
Venue: Tingo Maria (PE)

Contact Person:
FLICHY Bénédicte
153, Avenue Jean Lolive
93695 PANTIN Cedex (FR)
Tel: +33 1.41.83.78.40
Fax: +33 1.41.83.78.41
E-mail: interechanges.sve@leolagrange.org

Host Organisation:
ENFANTS DES ANDES
ALDEA NINOS DE LOS ANDES CARRETERA MARGINAL - KM 4.5
0-TINGO MARIA (PE)
Tel: 00 51 62 56 33 85
E-mail: enfantsdesandes@yahoo.com

Sending Organisation:
INTER ECHANGES
PANTIN Cedex
93695-PANTIN Cedex (FR)
Tel: +33 1.41.83.78.40
Fax: +33 1.41.83.78.41
E-mail: interechanges.sve@leolagrange.org

Beneficiary: CEMEA LANGUEDOC-ROUSSILLON (CENT.D'ENTR.AUX MÉTHODES ÉDUCATIVES ACTIVES)

Project Title: Promotion of community-based eco tourism in the Nicoya peninsula

Collaborate with a group of nature guides trained by ASEPALECO in order to develop community-based Eco Tourism in the district. This initiative is part of a global project. Its objective is to strengthen the position of educational and community-based tourism. That will help to conserve environmental conditions and the local culture, which allows to improve the communities' quality of life in the district.

Grant: 7975 €
Venue: Jicaral (CR)

Contact Person:
BERNET Jean Luc
28 rue du Faubourg Boutonnet
34090 Montpellier (FR)
Tel: + 33 04 67 04 35 64
Fax: + 33 04 67 54 79 30
E-mail: cemea.boutonnet@wanadoo.fr

Host Organisation:
Association Ecological of Paquera, Lepanto y Còbano, ASEPALECO
Frente al Colegio de Jicaral, Lepanto, Península de Nicoya
25 5353-Jicaral de Puntarenas (CR)
Tel: 506 650 0607
Fax: 506 650 0201
E-mail: asepalec@racsa.co.cr

Sending Organisation:
CEMEA Languedoc-Roussillon (Cent.d'entr.aux méthodes éducatives actives)
Montpellier
34090-Montpellier (FR)
Tel: + 33 04 67 04 35 64
Fax: + 33 04 67 54 79 30
E-mail: cemea.boutonnet@wanadoo.fr

Beneficiary: COMMUNES EUROPEENNES DU VAR

Project Title: Jardin botanique andin de Pitumilla

Participation in the creation of an Andin botanical garden in Parinacochas province. The project involves the young volunteer in agricultural and orchard tasks, in contacts with local population (through French courses among others), in on-site cartography, in the realisation of a survey on local economy, in the faisability study and creation of paths for discovering of the nature tours in the area, in writing of documentation materials and reports, and in the coordination work with scientific bodies which work with us.

Grant: 8796 €
Venue: Lima (PE)

Contact Person:
REY Jerôme
Hotel du Clavier - 10 Rue du Palais
83170 Brignoles (FR)
Tel: 04 94 59 14 28
Fax: 04 94 69 06 27
E-mail: fedcom.eur@wanadoo.fr

Host Organisation:
INSTITUT ANDIN D'ETUDES ETHNOBIOLOGIQUES
Avenida Cristobal de Peralta 799 - Valle Hermoso de Monterrico -
33-LIMA (PE)
Tel: 00 511 344 0380
E-mail: iaeo_asso@yahoo.fr

Sending Organisation:
COMMUNES EUROPEENNES DU VAR
Brignoles
83170-Brignoles (FR)
Tel: 04 94 59 14 28
Fax: 04 94 69 06 27
E-mail: fedcom.eur@wanadoo.fr

Beneficiary: ASSOCIATION LES PETITS DEBROUILLARDS

Project Title: COOPERATION FRANCO-BRESILIENNE ET MEDIATION SCIENTIFIQUE

Hosted within the French network of "Petits débrouillards", the two Brazilian volunteers will get used with the different types of jobs related to scientific mediation: youth work, coordination, museography, communication. Volunteers will build links between the association Gol de letra (Brazil) and "Petits débrouillards" in order to develop a franco-brazilian cooperation in youth work. Each volunteer has a distinct set of tasks: one is training for disadvantaged youngsters oriented and the other creation of activities oriented within the scope "Sport and science". Both will have to propose a personal project such as exhibition, Internet site, etc. and are young with less opportunities themselves.

Grant: 17676 €
Venue: Paris (FR)

Contact Person:
LARQUE Lionel
2, rue de la Clôture - La Halle aux Cuirs
75930 Paris (FR)
Tel: 01 40 05 75 57
Fax: 01 40 05 79 21
E-mail: l.larque@lespetitsdebrouillards.org

Host Organisation:
ASSOCIATION LES PETITS DEBROUILLARDS
2, rue de la Clôture - La Halle aux Cuirs
75930-Paris (FR)
Tel: 01 40 05 75 57
Fax: 01 40 05 79 21
E-mail: l.larque@lespetitsdebrouillards.org

Sending Organisation:
Fondation GOL DE LETRA
Sao Paulo
02354-290-Sao Paulo (BR)
Tel: 5511 6262-2002
Fax: 5511 6991-2361
E-mail: mzagallo@goldeletra.org.br

Beneficiary: UN TOIT POUR LES ENFANTS DE CUERNAVACA

Project Title: ENCUENTRO! Animation d'un échange culturel Paris - Mexique

Marlène will be volunteer in a Mexican community centre supporting young people from disadvantaged suburbs of Cuernavaca. It provides nutritional, sanitary and psychological support, but it offers as well educational and cultural activities such as teaching reading and writing and artistic workshops. Marlène is expected to propose cultural activities. She will have to create things allowing cultural exchanges between children hosted in the centre and children involved in the activities of the Parisian association "Le Caféoïde". This association, located in a disadvantaged area in Paris offers meeting opportunities within the area and aims to promote social and cultural mixing. The project is to exchange different types of daily life objects, symbolizing the country, the way of life and the culture of each group of children. The objective is to allow a knowledge of France and its cultural diversity among Mexican children and a knowledge of Mexico among French children issued from different origins. Before leaving, the volunteer will set up the French group and will prepare them to this exchange which will end in an exhibition in both associations (in France and in Mexico).

Grant: 8456 €
Venue: Cuernavaca (MX)

Contact Person:
DEBAY Anne
2 Impasse des Carrières
34160 CASTRIES (FR)
Tel: 06 08 55 41 38
Fax: 01 58 47 10 00

Host Organisation:
CCIE Centro comunitario infantil Encuentro
Avenuda Mariano Matamaros
62039-Cuernavaca- (MX)
Tel: +52 777 102 46 44
Fax: +52 777 102 56 64

Sending Organisation:
Un toit pour les enfants de Cuernavaca
CASTRIES
34160-CASTRIES (FR)
Tel: 06 08 55 41 38
Fax: 01 58 47 10 00

Beneficiary: COLLECTIF GUATEMALA

Project Title: Accompagnement international des populations indigènes du Guatemala victimes du conflit armé

Le volontaire participera au projet d'accompagnement international en vue de protéger des témoins impliqués dans les procédures judiciaires contre deux responsables de violations des droits de l'Homme. Le rôle du volontaire est d'assurer une présence physique, d'être observateur et de relayer l'information sur la situation des droits humains. Le volontaire vit dans des communautés indigènes. À son retour il participe à des actions de sensibilisation en apportant son témoignage.

Grant: 5927 €
Venue: Guatemala (GT)

Contact Person:
LIÉGEOIS Florence
21ter, rue Voltaire
75011 Paris (FR)
Tel: +33 (0)1 43 73 49 6
Fax: +33 (0)1 43 73 49 6
E-mail: collectifguatemala1@libertysurf.fr

Host Organisation:
Coordinadora del acompañamiento internacional en Guatemala
3 calle 3 - 48 "A", Zona 2
Guatemala Ciudad (GT)
Tel: +502 / 253 98 75
Fax: +502 / 253 98 75
E-mail: acoguate@gmx.net

Sending Organisation:
COLLECTIF GUATEMALA
75011-Paris (FR)
Tel: +33 (0)1 43 73 49 6
Fax: +33 (0)1 43 73 49 6
E-mail: collectifguatemala1@libertysurf.fr

Project Reference: FR-22-4-2004-R1
Beneficiary: MAYFIELD COMMUNITY ARTS CENTRE

Project Title: Youth Art in Action Programme

This volunteer service will enable potential art workers to develop new areas related to work practices, increasing their employment prospects. The young people seeking to engage in the voluntary service programme currently participate in workshops and also work as volunteers in the sending organisation. They are applying for a short term EVS as they feel that coming from a country experiencing economical and social challenges that the potential for culture shock is huge. The young people have had little opportunity to travel outside of their own locality. The young people work part-time with Funarte in Nicaragua and their income supports their families. Therefore it would be difficult for them to stay for longer than 3 months. The volunteers would be involved in a series of programmes with the schools and afterschools groups of the host organisation. Each of the groups will be exploring an issue related to rights or advocacy, eg fairtrade, antiracism etc. The themes will be explored in an international context. The volunteers will work/train alongside our existing staff and facilitators. The projects they will be involved in will conclude with an exhibition or event that shares the learning of the groups involved. The volunteers will be involved in the planning of the workshops of the programme and will input their skills and experiences.

Grant: 11608 €
Venue: Cork (IE)

Contact Person:
Carson Jessica
Newbury House, Old Youghal Road, Mayfield
Cork (IE)
Tel: 0214507999
Fax: 0214507999
E-mail: mayfieldarts@indigo.ie

Host Organisation:
Mayfield Community Arts centre
Newbury House, Old Youghal Road, Mayfield
Cork (IE)
Tel: 0214507999
Fax: 0214507999
E-mail: mayfieldarts@indigo.ie

Sending Organisation:
Funarte
Nicaragua
NA-Nicaragua (NI)

Beneficiary: MAYFIELD COMMUNITY ARTS CENTRE

Project Title: Mayfield Community Arts Centre - Volunteers for Community Art

This volunteer programme will give three volunteers from Funarte, Nicaragua the opportunity to work alongside community artists to learn new skills to bring back to their own communities and to contribute to youth programmes in Mayfield and adding a multi-cultural approach. Both organisations benefit from providing opportunities for young people to learn from each others skills and experience. The young people involved face extreme poverty and lack of educational opportunities. The volunteers will be involved in the planning of the workshops of the programme and will input their skills and experiences. The volunteers will have the opportunity to participate in training programmes related to the themes they will be working with. The volunteers will also have the opportunity to develop their artistic skills and will be encouraged to document and reflect on their experiences through creative processes.

Grant: 13164 €
Venue: Cork (IE)

Contact Person:
Carson Jessica
Newbury House, Old Youghal Road, Mayfield
Cork (IE)
Tel: 0214530434
Fax: 0214507999
E-mail: mayfieldarts@indigo.ie

Host Organisation:
Mayfield Community Arts centre
Newbury House, Old Youghal Road, Mayfield
Cork (IE)
Tel: 0214530434
Fax: 0214507999
E-mail: mayfieldarts@indigo.ie

Sending Organisation:
Funarte
Esteli
NA-Esteli (NI)
Tel: +505 0 7136100
E-mail: muralism@ibw.com.ni

Project Reference: IE-22-3-2004-R5
Beneficiary: COMUNE DI PADOVA

Project Title: "Open Windows"

One of the aims of this project is to promote the mobility of the youths of Padova in Italy to Guatemala giving them the chance to interact with micro-societies related with social excluded children and youngsters living in a small town in the highland of Guatemala and to approach the Italian volunteer towards the culture of Guatemala but also to the population in general. Open Windows promotes education by supporting and supplementing the work of a public school in a small town in highland Guatemala. The organisation operates a library and computer learning centre that are open to all children in the town. The aim of the centre is to support the children in their educational, social, physical and spiritual growth in order to foster the creativity and the personal growth and to fight the illiteracy of the children coming from the poorest families of Guatemala. In order to achieve these goals, the volunteer will support the team and other volunteers of Open Windows in their daily work with the children, doing the exercises with the children and offering activities about themes as the culture of the children and the culture of the volunteer, about the personal hygiene etc. These activities are conducted at different tables in the centre; each volunteer is usually in charge of a table with four to six children. The volunteer will also plan activities so that the children can take part in and learn to appreciate local cultural events such as Easter, Christmas, Day of the Child, etc.

Grant: 7466 €
Venue: Antigua (GT)

Contact Person:
Oschmann Kerstin
Vicolo Ponte Molino 7
35127 Padova (IT)
Tel: +39 049 65 43 28
Fax: +39 049 87 53 259

Host Organisation:
Proyecto Mosaico Guatemala
3a Avenida Norte # 3
Antigua (GT)
Tel: 502 832-0955
Fax: +502 832-0955
E-mail: promigua@yahoo.com

Sending Organisation:
Comune di Padova
Padova
35127-Padova (IT)
Tel: +39 049 65 43 28
Fax: +39 049 87 53 259

Project Reference: IT-22-14-2004-R1
Beneficiary: ASSOCIAZIONE GIOVANI PER UN MONDO UNITO CASTELLI ROMANI

Project Title: Progetto giovani: La diversità, un valore - Youth project: diversity, a value

The aims of the host organisation - formation of youth to intercultural dialogue, commitment against racism and intolerance, deepening of the ethical dimension of social relationships among cultural, political and religious groups. The young volunteers will help in the preparation and development of local, national and international courses and congresses, as well as organizing meetings and festivals; they will work together in multidisciplinarian and international teams, experiencing in their daily lives the reality and the value of diversity.

Grant: 13134 €
Venue: Grottaferrata (IT)

Contact Person:
D'Auria Lucia
via della pedica, 163
00046 Grottaferrata (IT)
Tel: 069412419
Fax: 069412419
E-mail: Cgen2f.r@tiscali.it

Host Organisation:
Associazione Giovani per un Mondo Unito Castelli Romani
via della pedica, 163
00046-Grottaferrata (IT)
Tel: 069412419
Fax: 069412419
E-mail: Cgen2f.r@tiscali.it

Sending Organisation:
Centro di Formazione al Lavoro
O'Higgins (prov.Bs.As.)
6748-O'Higgins (prov.Bs.As.) (AR)
Tel: +54 - 2362 492339
Fax: +54 2362 492215
E-mail: Czf.ohiggins@infovia.com.ar

Project Reference: IT-22-30-2004-R3
Beneficiary: GRADO 16 - OFFICINE DELL’AUTOPROMOZIONE COOP. SOCIALE A R.L.

Project Title: "Integral attention to children and teenagers in high risk of sexual exploitation in Managua"

The project is to send an Italian volunteer to Managua, Nicaragua, to CEB. The volunteer will work in the "refugee house" with kids and teenagers in risk of sexual exploitation; with the "equipo samaritanas" home by home and into the streets; with MAIS, the coordinator, about the supervising and training activities, and writing materials to promote and report the projects.

Grant: 5863 €
Venue: Managua (NI)

Contact Person:
Bodini Laura
Via Angera 3
20125 Milano (IT)
Tel: 2/66981592
Fax: 2/67574341
E-mail: grado16@iol.it

Host Organisation:
ASOCIACION COMUNIDADES ECLESIAL DE BASE (CEB)
Andén L #824, Colonia Centro Americana, del Autocine, 1c al lago.
Apartado Posta-Managua (NI)
Tel: +505-2-775022
Fax: +505-2-775022
E-mail: cnp@ibw.com.ni

Sending Organisation:
Grado 16 - Officine dell'Autopromozione coop. sociale a r.l.
20125-Milano (IT)
Tel: 2/66981592
Fax: 2/67574341
E-mail: grado16@iol.it

Project Reference: IT-22-31-2004-R3
Beneficiary: XENA

Project Title: Promoting the collaboration between Italian and Cuban non-profit organisations through E.V.S. 2004

After the initial phase of cultural, linguistic, on arrival and 'on the job' trainings, the volunteer will participate in the everyday activities of the organisation; she will participate in the activities of the groups of young people working to realise some local initiatives in the community. She will work alongside youth workers who follow the groups of youngsters and bring a specific contribution to the knowledge of Cuban culture between groups of young people and those participating in the activities. She will collaborate in proposing activities for the free time of groups of young foreign people, both students and workers hosted in Padova and she will receive specific training on the management of groups and on techniques of animation. She will work aside Xena's workers in the management of the Eurodesk information point, will help with general secretarial duties and will participate in periodic training meetings forecast for Xena's workers.

Grant: 5668 €
Venue: Padova (IT)

Contact Person:
Bortolini Luisa
Via Citolo da Perugia 35
35100 Padova (IT)
Tel: +39 049 8752322
Fax: +39 049 8752322
E-mail: evs@xena.it / coord@xena.it

Host Organisation:
XENA
Via Citolo da Perugia 35
35100 Padova (IT)
Tel: +39 049 8752322
Fax: +39 049 8752322
E-mail: evs@xena.it / coord@xena.it

Sending Organisation:
Biokarst
Havana
11300 Havana (CU)
Tel: 537-2025025
E-mail: biokarst@ama.cu

Project Reference: IT-22-33-2004-R3
Beneficiary: ASSOCIAZIONE INCO - INTERCULTURALITÀ & COMUNICAZIONE

Project Title: Forjadoras de Sueños

Through this project, the opportunity of making a voluntary service will be offered to one young Italian volunteer. This will include working in one project in Colombia, working at Forjadoras de Sueños helping underaged girls who are in potential danger after having been ill threatened by their parents, sexual abused, abandoned etc. The project aims to foster young volunteer's personal development and commitment to voluntary service. The project will enhance the exchange of experiences among hosting projects working in different national contexts. Besides the volunteers, the project will directly benefit underaged girls as well as their staff and local volunteers. Support and co-ordination activities are envisaged at national level to provide guidance and assistance to the volunteer and the hosting project/organisation.

Grant: 5864 €
Venue: Bogota (CO)

Contact Person:
Oschmann Kerstin
Via Rio Bianco, 7
39042 Bressanone (IT)
Tel: +39 0472 200384
Fax: +39 0472 205703
E-mail: Info@incoweb.org

Host Organisation:
ICYE-Colombia
Cra. 15 No. 36-40 Piso 2
Bogotá, D.C. (CO)
Tel: +57 1340 3608
Fax: +57 1232 1258
E-mail: icyecol@colnodo.apc.org

Sending Organisation:
Associazione InCo - Interculturalità & Comunicazione
Bressanone
39042-Bressanone (IT)
Tel: +39 0472 200384
Fax: +39 0472 205703
E-mail: Info@incoweb.org

Beneficiary: AFSAI

Project Title: Learning about social exclusion and equal opportunities in Colombia through Hogar AmaneSer

Through this project, a number of voluntary service opportunities will be offered to young Italian volunteer and to one Colombian. These will include working in one project in Colombia, working at Hogar AmaneSer helping children, youngsters and their families who are in potential danger having into consideration the environment where they live.

The project aims to foster young volunteer's personal development and commitment to voluntary service. The project will enhance the exchange of experiences among hosting projects working in different national contexts. Besides the volunteers, the project will directly benefit children and youngsters who receive help from various projects as well as their staff and local volunteers. Support and co-ordination activities are envisaged at national level to provide guidance and assistance to volunteer and hosting organisation and document project activities.

After the pre-departure orientation, to be held in Italy and Colombia, an intensive language course will be held in each hosting country together with an intercultural orientation for five days where the knowledge of the language will already have been started. Evaluation and support activities will be organised. These will entail, regular monitoring and on-going assessment meetings between the volunteer mentor, co-worker and the project's coordinator, three months after the arrival one mid-term meeting evaluation during three days, as well as one three-days end of stay evaluation which will take place at the end of the volunteering period in each hosting country.

Grant: 5464 €
Venue: Bogota (CO)

Contact Person:
GILI LAURA
V.le dei Colli Portuensi 345 - B2
00151 Roma (IT)
Tel: +39.06.5370332
Fax: +39.06.58201442
E-mail: udcn@afsai.it

Host Organisation:
ICYE-Colombia
Cra. 15 No. 36-40 Piso 2
Bogotá, D.C. (CO)
Tel: +571340 3608
Fax: +571232 1258
E-mail: icyecol@colnodo.apc.org

Sending Organisation:
AFSAI
00151-Roma (IT)
Tel: +39.06.5370332
Fax: +39.06.58201442
E-mail: udcn@afsai.it

Beneficiary: ENG BRÉCK MAT LATÄINAMERIKA ASBL

Project Title: A Bridge to Cochabamba

This project is composed of two parts - working in the day care center for children: giving special classes - prepare didactic material - develop pedagogic games together with the mothers - animate workshops and work with the ill treated women; prepare workshops to prevent violence, drug abuse and alcohol problems - animate theatre workshops - develop pedagogic games etc.

Grant: 6661 €
Venue: Tiquipa (BO)

Contact Person:
Dahm Jacques
1, Rue Pierre Schwarz
L-7564 Mersch (LU)
Tel: 80 80 71
Fax: 80 47 81
E-mail: jaques.dahm@education.lu

Host Organisation:
Infante
Avenida Linde, 100
BO-00000-Tiquipa (BO)
Tel: +591 4 42 88 969
Fax: +591 4 42 89 902
E-mail: infante@supernet.com.bo

Sending Organisation:
Eng Bréck mat Latänamerika asbl
Mersch
L-7564-Mersch (LU)
Tel: 80 80 71
Fax: 80 47 81
E-mail: jaques.dahm@education.lu

Project Reference: LU-22-1-2004-R3
Beneficiary: STICHTING YOUTH EXCHANGE SERVICE

Project Title: YEP Youth Empowerment Project

YOUTH Empowerment Project is a project for an EVS team, composed by four youngsters from Europe and Latin-America. This EVS project aims to empower youngsters to be involved in (intercultural) youth work, promote YOUTH programme and its actions in the region and increase the 'voice' of young people in the network. YES will work together through the ambulant youth worker of the municipality with other youth centres and vocational centres. YEP is divided in 3 separate subprojects - subproject 1: Youth centre project (individual EVS), subproject 2: YOUTH empowerment project (YOUTH programme promotion), subproject 3: Network project (whole team EVS).

Grant: 10648 €
Venue: Venhuizen (NL)

Contact Person:
Steinprinz Gabi
Wouter Smitstraat 2
1606 XJ Venhuizen (NL)
Tel: +31-228543546
Fax: +31 228 543475
E-mail: gabstein@msn.com

Host Organisation:
Stichting Youth Exchange Service
Wouter Smitstraat 2
1606 XJ-Venhuizen (NL)
Tel: +31-228543546
Fax: +31 228 543475
E-mail: gabstein@msn.com

Sending Organisation:
Carpediem (Corporación Colombiana para el Desarrollo Regional)
Pereira
-Pereira (CO)
Tel: 57-6 3344471
Fax: 57-6 3311085
E-mail: carpediem@yahoo.com

Project Reference: NL-22-11-2004-R5
Beneficiary: CODE INTERNATIONAL

Project Title: Systematisation of the experiences of the rural development projects of DESCO in Arequipa 1989-2003

The project will involve documentary and field work concerning DESCO's projects for rural development in the department of Arequipa. The documentary work in the office is to systemize and analyze the experiences with the projects and to propose various changes in order to improve them. The field work involves staying with the local community in the mountains and at the coast, to get to know the needs, habits and customs of the peasants. The intercultural dimension of the European volunteer is of great importance for the local population, the staff members and the organisation of DESCO. The aim of the project is to enrich and improve the work of the Regional Program Arequipa of DESCO and the activities with the populations where DESCO works.

Grant: 7912 €
Venue: Arequipa (PE)

Contact Person:
Abrahamse Janneke
Goiberdigenstraat 32
4101 BP Culemborg (NL)
Tel: +31 345 518731
Fax: +31 345 521749
E-mail: info@code-international.nl

Host Organisation:
DESCO - Centro de Estudios y Promoción del Desarrollo
Málaga Grenet 678
Umacollo-Arequipa (PE)
Tel: +51 54 257043
Fax: +51 54 270144
E-mail: arequipa@descosur.org.pe

Sending Organisation:
Code International
Culemborg
4101 BP-Culemborg (NL)
Tel: +31 345 518731
Fax: +31 345 521749
E-mail: info@code-international.nl

Beneficiary: EYFA EUROPEAN YOUTH FOR(EST) ACTION

Project Title: Community Gardens in Buenos Aires, Argentina

This third countries project gathers the NGO “Reconciliarnos con la Tierra” in Argentina. This organisation works with environmental and food sovereignty campaigns, supporting local communities with assistance and promotion of collective gardens. In total, 2 volunteers from the Netherlands will collaborate for one year with a family gardens project in the province of Buenos Aires. The project aims to support the activities of the Reconciliarnos con la Tierra, in particular in the area of community gardens and popular economy and local development strategies, with an emphasis on sustainable food production, allowing the exchange of experiences between the volunteer and the community, and facilitating access to and exchange of information on local development and environment related issues for local organized groups and within wider networks. This project aims to empower marginalized social groups to develop new skills in self-sufficiency and cooperative productive strategies in order to alleviate and overcome the poverty and unemployment.

Grant: 8246 €
Venue: Marcos Paz (AR)

Contact Person:
McGauran Katrin
Minahassstraat 1
1094 RS Amsterdam (NL)
Tel: +31 20 6657743
Fax: +31 20 6928757
E-mail: evs@eyfa.org

Host Organisation:
Reconciliarnos con la Tierra
Rondeau 812
1227-Marcos Paz (AR)
Tel: +54 22 04773545
E-mail: rtierra@infovia.com.ar

Sending Organisation:
EYFA European Youth For(est) Action
Amsterdam
1094 RS-Amsterdam (NL)
Tel: +31 20 6657743
Fax: +31 20 6928757
E-mail: evs@eyfa.org

Beneficiary: **EYFA EUROPEAN YOUTH FOR(EST) ACTION**

**Project Title:** Community Gardens in Buenos Aires, Argentina

This third countries project gathers the NGO "Reconciliarnos con la Tierra" in Argentina. This organisation works with environmental and food sovereignty campaigns, supporting local communities with assistance and promotion of collective gardens. In total, 2 volunteers from the Netherlands will collaborate for one year with a family gardens project in the province of Buenos Aires. The project aims to support the activities of the Reconciliarnos con la Tierra, in particular in the area of community gardens and popular economy and local development strategies, with an emphasis on sustainable food production, allowing the exchange of experiences between the volunteer and the community, and facilitating access to and exchange of information on local development and environment related issues for local organized groups and within wider networks. This project aims to empower marginalized social groups to develop new skills in self-sufficiency and cooperative productive strategies in order to alleviate and overcome the poverty and unemployment.

**Grant:** 8246 €

**Venue:** Marcos Paz (AR)

**Contact Person:**
McGauran Katrin
Minahassastraat 1
1094 RS Amsterdam (NL)
Tel: +31 20 6657743
Fax: +31 20 6928757
E-mail: evs@eyfa.org

**Host Organisation:**
Reconciliarnos con la Tierra
Rondeau 812
1227-Marcos Paz (AR)
Tel: +54 22 04773545
E-mail: rtierra@infovia.com.ar

**Sending Organisation:**
EYFA European Youth For(est) Action
Amsterdam
1094 RS-Amsterdam (NL)
Tel: +31 20 6657743
Fax: +31 20 6928757
E-mail: evs@eyfa.org

*Project Reference: NL-22-20-2004-R5*
Beneficiary: STICHTING NOBORDERS

Project Title: Improving health and environmental conditions in Guatemala

The Netherlands Red Cross facilitates and implements several development projects focused on the most vulnerable (mainly indigenes) population in Guatemala. The largest project aims to a) improve the Health and Sanitation conditions in 12 rural communities, b) strengthen the response capacity (Disaster Prevention & Mitigation) of the communities, c) strengthen organizational structures, like Local Coordinations for Disaster Reduction (COLRED). Instruments as used include capacity building, infrastructure, elaboration of emergency plans, all adapted to proper technology, the local cultural and social setting of the communities and provided in both Spanish and Kek’chi (local language).

The volunteer will participate in the facilitation of the largest project as at this moment implemented by the Netherlands Red Cross in Guatemala, assist in activities related to the identification of new projects, assist in activities of the delegation of the Netherlands Red Cross in Guatemala.

Grant: 7482 €
Venue: Coban (GT)

Contact Person:
Smit Robert
Stadhouderslaan 80
3583 JM Utrecht (NL)
Tel: +31 62 842 1079
Fax: +31 84 2235413
E-mail: office@noborders.nl

Host Organisation:
Dutch Red Cross Delegation Guatemala
3 Calle, 2-13, zona 3
Cobán (GT)
Tel: +502 9513880
Fax: +502 9513880
E-mail: coriengua@intelnet.net.gt

Sending Organisation:
Stichting NoBorders
Utrecht
3583 JM-Utrecht (NL)
Tel: +31 62 842 1079
Fax: +31 84 2235413
E-mail: office@noborders.nl

Project Reference: NL-22-3-2004-R3
Beneficiary: STICHTING YOUTH EXCHANGE SERVICE

Project Title: Albañil de la casa

Chaniñe will be working on the project Casa de la Cultura. She will take part in building a sports and cultural center in Barros Blancos on an old soccer field. She will help to construct an organization of Guidai to make a good working structure and organize workshops. The workshops will mainly be based on arts and culture, education through sports and training.

Grant: €6674
Venue: Pblo. Capitan (UY)

Contact Person:
Steinprinz Gabi
Wauter Smitstraat 2
1606 XJ Venhuizen (NL)
Tel: +31-228543546
Fax: +31 228 543475
E-mail: gabstein@msn.com

Host Organisation:
Casa de la Cultura de Barros Blancos
Ruta 8, Km 24.700, Calle Centenario y Arazá s/n
Pblo. Capitán Artigas (UY)
Tel: 5982 2881188
E-mail: Lilira61@hotmail.com

Sending Organisation:
Stichting Youth Exchange Service
Venhuizen
1606 XJ-Venhuizen (NL)
Tel: +31-228543546
Fax: +31 228 543475
E-mail: gabstein@msn.com

Project Reference: NL-22-5-2004-R3
YOUTH programme  Projects with LA countries

Beneficiary: STICHTING YOUTH EXCHANGE SERVICE

Project Title: YEP Youth Empowerment Project

YOUTH Empowerment Project is a project for an EVS team, composed by four youngsters from Europe and Latin-America. This EVS project aims to empower youngsters to be involved in (intercultural) youth work, promote YOUTH programme and its actions in the region and increase the 'voice' of young people in the network. YES will work together through the ambulant youth worker of the municipality with other youth centres and vocational centres. YEP is divided in 3 separate subprojects - subproject 1: Youth centre project (individual EVS), subproject 2: YOUTH empowerment project (YOUTH programme promotion), subproject 3: Network project (whole team EVS).

Grant: 10498 €
Venue: Venhuizen (NL)

Contact Person:
Steinprinz Gabi
Wouter Smitstraat 2
1606 XJ Venhuizen (NL)
Tel: +31-228543546
Fax: +31 228 543475
E-mail: gabstein@msn.com

Host Organisation:
Stichting Youth Exchange Service
Wouter Smitstraat 2
1606 XJ Venhuizen (NL)
Tel: +31-228543546
Fax: +31 228 543475
E-mail: gabstein@msn.com

Sending Organisation:
Juntos Somos Mas
Pblo. Capitan Artigás (Barros Blancos)
91001-Pblo. Capitan Artigás (Barros Blancos) (UY)
Tel: 5982 2884962
E-mail: juntos_somos_mas@hotmail.com

Project Reference: NL-22-8-2004-R5
Beneficiary: INFOECK - YOUTH INFORMATION TIROL

Project Title: Maya Paya Kimsa

"Maya-Paya-Kimsa", which is part of the organisation "ALALAY", deals with the work with street children in the suburbs of La Paz in El Alto/Bolivia. Altogether about 20 employees and 10 national and international helpers are keen to work on the well-being of these children, who live on the streets. The project has two core areas, the work with children on the streets and a daytime centre, which is supposed to ease the children’s access to the next step - the entry into a children’s home. The organisation has set itself the target to put the children off from living on the streets by games, education (sexual violence, consequences of drug usage, children’s rights,...) or other activities. The volunteer will be strongly involved into the organisation’s activities. Her duties refer to streetwork, work in the daytime centre, but also the work with her own girls group. A bigger part of the activities are about common games, whereas also the possibility is given to invent own ideas for games and realise them.

Grant: 8220 €
Venue: El Alto (BO)

Contact Person:
Kaserer Leo
Kaiser-Josef-Str.1
6020 Innsbruck (AT)
Tel: +43/512/1799-15
Fax: +43/512/1799
E-mail: infoeck@infoeck.at

Host Organisation:
Maya Paya Kimsa
Calle 2, 200, Esq. Av. Tiwanaku, Zona 12 de Coctubre
El Alto (BO)
Tel: 59122825315
E-mail: iniciative@mayapayakimsa.org

Sending Organisation:
InfoEck - Youth Information Tirol
Innsbruck
6020-Innsbruck (AT)
Tel: +43/512/1799-15
Fax: +43/512/1799
E-mail: infoeck@infoeck.at

Project Reference: AT-22-8-2004-R5
Beneficiary:  INSTITUTO DE SOLIDARIEDADE E COOPERAÇÃO UNIVERSITÁRIA - ISU

Project Title:  LEISURE TIME ACTIVITIES WITH ANTIGUA CHILDREN, GAUTEMALA

By joining the project developed by Casa Alianza with children on the streets of Guatemala, the volunteer will be able to use his knowledge and capacity to reach the project's objectives. Since we as well have one project which deals with children's leisure time through learning activities, in what the volunteer has been collaborating since 2002 having a wide experience in the area and enabling a true exchange of good practices with difficult populations in both projects. Upon his return he will be reintegrated in our project, Alta de Lisboa, introducing the knowledge of different methods and pedagogic materials he acquired while in his host EVS project.

Grant:  7436 €
Venue:  Antigua (GT)

Contact Person:
Santos Alexandra
TRavessa do Possolo nº 11 3º Dto
1350-252 Lisboa (PT)
Tel:  +351213957831
Fax:  +351213907206
E-mail: isu.sve@mail.telepac.pt

Host Organisation:
Proyecto Mosaico Guatemala
3ª Avenida Norte nº 3 (Interior de Casa de Mito)
00000-Antigua (GT)
Tel:  +5028320955
Fax:  +5028320955
E-mail: promigua@yahoo.com

Sending Organisation:
Instituto de Solidariedade e Cooperação Universitária - ISU
1350-252-Lisboa (PT)
Tel:  +351213957831
Fax:  +351213907206
E-mail: isu.sve@mail.telepac.pt

Project Reference:  PT-22-3-2004-R3
Beneficiary: VÄXJÖ KOMMUN

Project Title: Institución Teatral El Galpón-Växjö kommun - Elin Stenung

The volunteer will be actively involved in all the cultural activities of the non-profit theatrical group, both at the office and in the theatre and the art school. This implies working with technical tasks, participating in plays, working with children and assisting at the office.

Grant: 5008 €
Venue: Montevideo (UY)

Contact Person:
Box 1222
351 12 Växjö (SE)
Tel: 47041457
Fax: 470729070
E-mail: carlos.martinez@kommun.vaxjo.se

Host Organisation:
Institución Teatral El Galpón
Montevideo (UY)
Tel: +59824083366
E-mail: solidario@teatroelgalpon.org.uy

Sending Organisation:
Växjö kommun
Växjö
351 12-Växjö (SE)
Tel: 47041457
Fax: 470729070
E-mail: carlos.martinez@kommun.vaxjo.se

The aim of the project is to provide short term volunteers to help improve the living conditions in deprived rural villages in Mexico. The volunteers benefit from the experience of a culture different to theirs and the confidence of being able to make a difference. The main aim of the project is to provide the invaluable opportunity of international volunteering to those who come from low-income families and ethnic minorities, for whom this is a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity. Some of our volunteers have never been away from home and lack the self-confidence to undertake long-term voluntary service.

Grant: 5153 €  
Venue: Queretaro (MX)

Contact Person:  
Nzewi Chinwe  
1 Chelsea Embankment  
SW3 4LG London (GB)  
Tel: +44 (020) 7351 0530  
E-mail: info@tamezinclub.org.uk

Host Organisation:  
AMAY  
Tabaqueros 103, Colonia Carretas  
n/a-Queretaro (MX)  
Tel: +52 442 213 6160

Sending Organisation:  
Tamezin Club  
London  
SW3 4LG-London (GB)  
Tel: +44 (020) 7351 0530  
E-mail: info@tamezinclub.org.uk

Project Reference: GB-22-10-2004-R1
Beneficiary: PROJECT TRUST

Project Title: Project Trust Ninos de Peru Cajamarca

Volunteers will be working in an orphanage run by the charity Fundacion por los Ninos de Peru in the town of Cajamarca. Volunteers will live and work in the orphanage which aims to provide 70 orphans with a loving environment in which to live. Volunteers will be responsible for the informal education of the orphans. Organising extra-curricular activities for them such as music, sport and drama, and assisting them, in an informal manner, with their school work and conversational English language. There are about 70 orphans in the orphanage aged between 3 and 17 years.

Grant: 15758 €
Venue: Cajamarca (PE)

Contact Person:
Maclean Bristol Alexander
The Hebridean Centre
PA78 6TE Isle of Coll (GB)
Tel: +44(0) 1879 230 444
E-mail: alex@projecttrust.org.uk

Host Organisation:
Fundacion por los ninos de Peru Cajamarca Aldea Infantil San Antonio
Av Hoyos Rubio 907-911, Careterra Aeropuerta
n/a-Cajamarca (PE)
Tel: +517 682 3242
E-mail: Aldea_sananonio@fpnp.org.pe

Sending Organisation:
Project Trust
Isle of Coll
PA78 6TE-Isle of Coll (GB)
Tel: +44(0) 1879 230 444
E-mail: alex@projecttrust.org.uk

Project Reference: GB-22-11-2004-R1
Beneficiary: PROJECT TRUST

Project Title: Project Trust Punta Gorda

The community of Punta Gorda on the island of Roatan, off the coast of Honduras, has requested two volunteers. The volunteers will undertake a variety of voluntary activities and become heavily involved in all aspects of village life, whether it be sport, art, music, or just generally building friendships in the village.

Grant: 15270 €
Venue: Roatan (HN)

Contact Person:
Maclean Bristol Alexander
The Hebridean Centre
PA78 6TE Isle of Coll (GB)
Tel: +44 1879 230 444
E-mail: alex@projecttrust.org.uk

Host Organisation:
Punta Gorda Community
n/a-Roatan (HN)
Tel: +504 445 2711

Sending Organisation:
Project Trust
PA78 6TE-Isle of Coll (GB)
Tel: +44 01879 230 444
E-mail: alex@projecttrust.org.uk

Project Reference: GB-22-1-2004-R1
Beneficiary: PROJECT TRUST

Project Title: Project Trust Ninos de Peru Chiclayo

Volunteers will be working in an orphanage run by the charity Fundacion por los Ninos de Peru in the town of Cajamarca. Volunteers will live and work in the orphanage which aims to provide 70 orphans with a loving environment in which to live. Volunteers will be responsible for the informal education of the orphans. Organising extra-curricular activities for them such as music, sport and drama, and assisting them, in an informal manner, with their school work and conversational English language. There are about 70 orphans in the orphanage aged between 3 and 17 years.

Grant: 15758 €
Venue: Chiclayo (PE)

Contact Person:
Maclean Bristol Alexander
The Hebridean Centre
PA78 6TE Isle of Coll (GB)
Tel: +44 1879 230 444
E-mail: alex@projecttrust.org.uk

Host Organisation:
Fundacion por los ninos de Peru Chiclayo, Aldea Infantil Virgen De la Paz
Km 9 (Frente Al Colegio Militar), Carretera A Pimentel
n/a-Chiclayo (PE)
Tel: +5 145 2846

Sending Organisation:
Project Trust
Isle of Coll
PA78 6TE Isle of Coll (GB)
Tel: +44 (0)1879 230 444
E-mail: alex@projecttrust.org.uk

Project Reference: GB-22-2-2004-R1
Beneficiary: **BROUHAHA INTERNATIONAL**

**Project Title:** 3RD CNTRT-BROUHAHA-JOSE MANUEL MARTINEZ DOMINGUEZ

The project will develop the volunteers, skills, knowledge and experience of working within the arts and cultural environment. Jose comes from a less privileged socio economic backgrounds and is currently unemployed.

**Grant:** €4678

**Venue:** Liverpool (UK)

**Contact Person:**
Flooks Alistair
Gostins Building Hanover street
L1 4 LN Liverpool (GB)
Tel: +44(0)1517093334
E-mail: giles@brouhaha.uk.com

**Host Organisation:**
Brouhaha International
Gostins Building Hanover street
L1 4 LN-Liverpool (GB)
Tel: +44(0)1517093334
E-mail: giles@brouhaha.uk.com

**Sending Organisation:**
VAMOS Destesur
Montevideo
11500-Montevideo (UY)
Tel: +5982(0)6006046

**Project Reference:** GB-22-31-2004-R5
Beneficiary: PROJECT TRUST

Project Title: Project Trust Hogar de Cristo Anta

Volunteers will be working in an orphanage run by the Peruvian Charity Hogar de Cristo. The institution is situated in Anta, near Cusco, looks after 33 orphans aged 8 months to 18 years. Volunteers will live and work in the institution. They will primarily be responsible for the informal education of the children. Organising extra-curricular activities for them such as music, sport and drama, and assisting them in an informal manner with their school work.

Grant: 15758 €
Venue: Anta (PE)

Contact Person:
Maclean Bristol Alexander
The Hebridean Centre
PA78 6TE Isle of Coll (GB)
Tel: +44 (0)879 230 444
E-mail: alex@projecttrust.org.uk

Host Organisation:
Hogar de Cristo, Mercedes De Jesus Motrina Del
Apartado 670
n/a-Anta (PE)
Tel: +51 020 3637
E-mail: smajcuzco@terra.com.pe

Sending Organisation:
Project Trust
Isle of Coll
PA78 6TE-Isle of Coll (GB)
Tel: +44 (0)879 230 444
E-mail: alex@projecttrust.org.uk

Project Reference: GB-22-3-2004-R1
Beneficiary: **TAMEZIN CLUB**

**Project Title:** 3RD CNTRY-Tamezin Club-vols??

Working in conjunction with a Mexican Association, the aim of the project is to provide short term volunteers to help improve the living conditions in deprived rural villages in Mexico. The volunteers benefit from the experience of a culture different to theirs and the confidence of being able to make a difference. The main aim of the project is to provide the invaluable opportunity of international volunteering to those who come from low-income families and ethnic minorities, for whom this is a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity. Some of our volunteers have never been away from home and lack the self-confidence to undertake long-term voluntary service.

**Grant:** 5929 €
**Venue:** Queretaro (MX)

**Contact Person:**
Nzewi Chinwe
1 Chelsea Embankment
SW3 4LG London (GB)
Tel: +44 (020) 7351 0530
E-mail: info@tamezinclub.org.uk

**Host Organisation:**
AMAY
Tabaqueros 103, Colonia Carretas
n/a-Queretaro (MX)
Tel: +52 442 213 6160

**Sending Organisation:**
Tamezin Club
London
SW3 4LG-London (GB)
Tel: +44 (020) 7351 0530
E-mail: info@tamezinclub.org.uk

**Project Reference:** GB-22-37-2004-R5
Beneficiary:  ICYE - DELOS COMMUNITY

Project Title:  ICYE- Delos Project

This project is as direct result of a visit to Colombia underatned by the coordinating organisation ICYE- UK on behalf of the British Council in August 2004. The primary objectives of the visit were to explore the Bogota youth sector and identify opportunities to support youth based initiatives, especially related to social consciousness and personal development, through developing international partnerships and sharing experience and knowledge. One key element of this initiative is to support in the development of voluntary culture in Colombia and providing and international global citizenship opportunity through the European Voluntary Service scheme. European Voluntary Service will help to give the youngsters a more global perspective and introduce him/her to other concepts of volunteering as well as improving his/her employability and supporting the development of partnership between ICYE-UK abd the IDRD in Colombia.

Grant:  9862 €
Venue:  Wellingborough (UK)

Contact Person:
Brennan Mike
28a Poplar Street, Wellingborough, Northants
NN8 4PL Wellingborough (GB)
Tel: +44 01933 222532
Fax: +44 019233 276208
E-mail: delo_community@talk21.com

Host Organisation:
ICYE - Delos Community
28a Poplar Street, Wellingborough, Northants
NN8 4PL-Wellingborough (GB)
Tel: +44 01933 222532
Fax: +44 019233 276208
E-mail: delo_community@talk21.com

Sending Organisation:
IDRD
Bogota (CO)
Tel: +660 5400 5201/5202
E-mail: oscar.ruiz@idrd.gov.co

Beneficiary: LEARNING SOUTH WEST

Project Title: Learning South West Chaparri Ecological Reserve

The Chaparri Ecological Reserve is part of the Bosques Sin Fronteras program in Northern Peru. It is managed by Asociacion Naymlap. Bosques Sin Fronteras is an international consortium of eight organizations working together to protect the biological and cultural diversity and function of forest ecosystems of Southern Ecuador and North-Western Peru in collaboration with local communities. The volunteer will be assisting with the running of the reserve, by helping create a wetlands area, monitor the Pampas Cat population and the White-winged Guan breeding programme. The volunteer will also be working on reforestation of the local area to reintroduce trees including native and fruit species as well as involved in the intercultural activities with the local population.

Grant: 8334 €
Venue: Pimentel (PE)

Contact Person:
Soer Caroline
Bishops Hull House, Bishops Hull
TA 1 5 RA Taunton, Somerset (GB)
Tel: +44 182333 54 91
Fax: +44 1823 32 33 88

Host Organisation:
Asociacion Naymlap
Malecon Seoane 721
n/a-Pimentel (PE)
Tel: 51 74 452 299
E-mail: chaparri@terra.com.pe

Sending Organisation:
LEARNING SOUTH WEST
Taunton, Somerset
TA 1 5 RA-Taunton, Somerset (GB)
Tel: +44 182333 54 91
Fax: +44 1823 32 33 88

Project Reference: GB-22-6-2004-R1
Beneficiary: AMBIOS LTD

Project Title: Ambios Ltd Sea Turtle Conservation in Guatemala

Volunteers will join a Guatamalan based project that aims to discover if the post-harvest replanting of endangered sea-turtle eggs is a justifiable method of ensuring the long term viability of the species (and complying with the Convention on Biological Diversity) and provides a broad endangered species and wildlife protection message to the local community via interactive talks to schools and community groups.

Additional Information on legal status.

Grant: 10682 €
Venue: San Cristobal (GT)

Contact Person:
Nunny Rob
3 Little Gutton Shobrooke
EX17 1DJ Crediton (GB)
Tel: +44 1363 773 443
E-mail: simonroper@ambios.net

Host Organisation:
ARCAS
4 ave. 2-47, sector B5, zona 8 Mixco
n/a-San Cristibal (GT)
Tel: 502 478-4096

Sending Organisation:
Ambios Ltd
EX17 1DJ-Crediton (GB)
Tel: +44 1363 773 443
E-mail: simonroper@ambios.net

Project Reference: GB-22-9-2004-R1
Beneficiary: YOUTH ACTION FOR PEACE INTERNATIONAL SECRETARIAT

Project Title: "Volunteers in action in local Communities"

Youth Action for Peace, YAP, is an ENGYO, with branches in several European countries. YAP brings together young people who have as their goal a society of justice, peace and human solidarity. Their main activities are international work camps, youth exchanges, seminars, training courses as well as peace and development education. The presented project, "Volunteers on action in local communities" gives 6 Europeans (1 BE, 1 FR, 2 ES, 2 DE) the opportunity to carry out 9 months of voluntary service in Mexico, in the organisation Nuestra Tierra, either in Puerto Vallarta or in Guadalajara. The voluntary services are all within local community, either in communications /information project (2 placements), projects for Environmental Education - making recycled paper (2 placements), Environmental Education - Theatre (1 placement) or Environmental education - path in the nature (1 placement). Pre-departure training, on arrival training and evaluation meetings will be organized jointly for the 6 volunteers concerned by YAP.

Grant: 57137 €
Venue: Puerto Vallarta (MX) - Guadalajara (MX)

Contact Person:
EVRARD Gisèle
3, Avenue du Parc Royal
1020 Bruxelles (CE)
Tel: +32/2/478.94.10
Fax: +32/2/478.94.32
E-mail: administration@yap.org

Host Organisation:
NUESTRA TIERRA A.C.
Ave. Universo 2022B, Depto. 14, Col. La Aurora
48306-Puerto Vallarta (MX)
Tel: +52/322/225.69.40
Fax: +52/322/224.76.15
E-mail: ntmex-yap@pvnet.com.mx

Host Organisation:
NUESTRA TIERRA AC - GUADALARAJA
Guadalajara (MX)
Tel: +52/33/36.45.88.13
Fax: +52/33/36.45.88.13
E-mail: nuestratierragdl@yahoo.com.mx

Sending Organisation:
JAVVA
Bruxelles
1020-Bruxelles (BE)
Tel: +32/2/478.29.19
Fax: +32/2/478.03.74
E-mail: javva@javva.org

Sending Organisation:
CFD GERMANY - CHRISTLICHER FRIEDENSDIENST
Frankfurt
60385-Frankfurt (DE)
Tel: +49/69/45.90.71
Fax: +49/69/46.12.13
E-mail: Ypa-cfd@online.de

Sending Organisation:
ASOCIACION XARXA
Llíria
46160-Llíria (ES)
Tel: +34/96/279.02.02
Fax: +34/96/279.25.95
E-mail: xarxafor@infonegocio.com
Sending Organisation:
CASA DE LA JUVENTUD
Alcobendas
28100-Alcobendas (ES)
Tel: +34/91/663.66.60
Fax: +34/91/653.35.43
E-mail: Sve@eurojoven.org

Sending Organisation:
SOLIDARITES JEUNESSES
Paris
75010-Paris (FR)
Tel: +33/1/55.26.88.77
Fax: +33/1/53.26.03.23
E-mail: ltv@solidaritesjeunesses.org

Project Reference: 117126-22-CE-01-2004-R0
YOUTH PROGRAMME

Action 5

Support Measures
Beneficiary: CASALS DELS INFANTS DEL RAVAL

Project Title: "CADA-BARRI: actividades de dinamización y apoyo a los jóvenes del barrio"

With the project "CADA-BARRI: dynamic activities and activities of support to youth of the neighbourhood as key to the development of the Community" we want to offer an appropriate learning opportunity as well as an opportunity to exchange knowledge about social integration and development of the community. A young social worker of an association in Salvador de Bahia (Association of Inhabitants of the Neighbourhood Bairro Fazenda do Retiro) participated in Global-links and, in a visit to Cuba got in contact with the Casal dels Infants del Raval thanks to Nexes, another organisation also present in the Action 5 carried out in La Habana. This is a job shadowing project with which we want to carry out and make known an experience of social integration and development which has been successful at a citizenship and national level in a reality in another continent. We want to offer methodological, contents, group and project, funding examples, ideas and tools which may be of use in Salvador de Bahia, adapted to its reality. Furthermore, the Casal may also benefit from the knowledge and experience of the participant in the project.

Grant: 1935 €
Venue: Barcelona (ES)

Contact Person:
Canet Enric
C/ Junta de Comerç, 16 Bajos
08001 Barcelona (ES)
Tel: +34 93 3170013
Fax: +34 93 3011606
E-mail: casinra@pangea.org

Partners:
Casals dels Infants del Raval
C/ Junta de Comerç, 16 Bajos
08001- Barcelona (ES)
Tel: +34 93 3170013
Fax: +34 93 3011606
E-mail: casinra@pangea.org

Associação de Moradores da Fazenda Grande do Retiro
Antonio Mario Filho Santana
40320530-Salvador (BR)
Tel: 71 214 4638
Fax: 71 331 3333
E-mail: Romer13@bol.com.br

Beneficiary: **ASOCIACIÓN JUVENIL BRIGANTIUM**

**Project Title:** Nuevos proyectos, diferentes socios, en la globalización juvenil Eurolatinamérica

This seminar will be a meeting place for the participating organisations to exchange knowledge and experiences, making contacts for possible exchanges, EVS or other Youth Programme actions. This seminar will also be a meeting for different European and Latin-American organisations to get to know different social and cultural realities in which the youth live within the world globalisation process.

**Grant:** 27690 €

**Venue:** Ciudad del Este

**Contact Person:**
Vazquez Cecilia  
c/Valdoncel 7  
15300 Betanzos (ES)  
Tel: +34 629282648  
Fax: 981 774089  
E-mail: brigantium@hispavista.com

**Partners:**
Asociación Juvenil Brigantium  
c/Valdoncel 7  
15300-Betanzos (ES)  
Tel: +34 629282648  
Fax: 981 774089  
E-mail: brigantium@hispavista.com

Estonian UNESCO Youth Association  
Lille 9  
51010-Tartumaa (EE)  
Tel: +3727362955  
Fax: +372 56690 533  
E-mail: euya@euya.ee

Omilos Skakiston Triandrias  
(GR)

Youth Council of Municipality of Panorama  
(GR)

Dobre Espacio  
Rua Rodrigo de Mendoza, 77 1º D  
36600-Vilagarcía de Arousa (ES)  
Tel: 986503792  
E-mail: Frenchiglez@hotmail.com

Jóvenes Seguidores do Cristo  
Colegio Sagrado Corazón 11 - Calle Poniente nº 4354  
San Salvador (SV)  
Tel: 263-3170; 263-3121  
Fax: 263-3107  
E-mail: luga_1@hotmail.com

Comune de Gavoi  
(IT)

Tarsadalomfejliesztesi es Muvelodesi Egyesulet  
(HU)

Associacao de Desenvolvimento do Cardal  
(PT)

Föreningen Luckan r.f  
Glaspalatset, Simonsgatan 1  
00100-Helsinki (FI)  
Tel: +358-9-68134510  
Fax: +358-9-68134511  
E-mail: luckan@sydklf.fi
YOUTH programme

Projects with LA countries

Asociación Civil Con Salud
C/ Mariano Moreno, 36
3370-Pto Iguazu (AR)
Tel: +543757421782
Fax: +54375421926
E-mail: mseage@arnet.com.ar

Asociación Cultural de Danzas Folkloricas Uzaca
Calle 146#23-06 Of 404
Bogota (CO)

One Com (Organización de Estudiantes)
Calle 2 y 3 - ave Barrio Barandias
San Pedro Sula (HN)

ARQUE Comunicación alternativa en Veracruz, A.C.
Suarez Peredo n. 874 Allende y Netzahualcoyotl Norte
91890-Veracruz (MX)

Juventud Académica A.C.
República del Salvador 70/Col. Francisco J. Madero
91070-Xalapa (MX)

Asociacion Juvenil Xanduti
Calle Coronel Florentino Oviedo-Barrio Boqueron C.D.E.
Ciudad del Este-Alto Parana (PY)

Hermandad Gallega de Venezuela
Avd. Andrés Bello con Avd. Principal de Maripérez
1050-Caracas (VE)
Tel: +582125751833
Fax: +582127814784
E-mail: hgallegavzla@cantv.net

Beneficiary: **ASOCIACIÓN EUROACCIÓN**

**Project Title:** "EUROLATIN" - Contact Making seminar: making links between Latin América and Europe

"EUROLATIN" is a contact making seminar between European and Latin-American NGOs with the aim of carrying out their first projects and to make the process of networking between all of them easier. At the same time it will promote equal opportunities and social inclusion by carrying out youth projects (Actions 1 and 2) between both continents.

**Grant:** 28270 €  
**Venue:** Córdoba

**Contact Person:**  
Semitiel Torrano Manuel  
C/ Carril Acequia de Alguazas, nº 45  
30012 Múrcia (ES)  
Tel: 667721857  
Fax: 968 475812  
E-mail: dimaro@euroaccion.com

**Partners:**  
Asociación Euroacción  
C/ Carril Acequia de Alguazas, nº 45  
30012-Múrcia (ES)  
Tel: 667721857  
Fax: 968 475812  
E-mail: dimaro@euroaccion.com

Asociación Fabula Teatro  
Carril Acequia de Alguazas, nº 45  
30012-Murcia (ES)  
Tel: 968269014  
Fax: 968269014  
E-mail: info@fabulateatro.com

France-Amerique Latine  
37 bd Saint Jacques  
75014-Paris (FR)

CISV (Comunità Impegno Servizio Volontariato)  
Corso Chieri 121/6  
10132-Torino (IT)

Stranaidea societá cooperativa sociale a r.l.  
Vía Magenta, 61  
10128-Torino® (IT)

Xena - Centro Scambi e Dinamiche Interculturali  
Vía Citolo da Perugia 35  
35137-Padova (IT)

Stichting NoBorders  
Stadhouderslaan 80  
3583 JM-Utrecht (NL)

Youth Exchange Service  
Wouter Smitstraat 2  
1606 XJ-Venhuizen (NL)

ICYE UK  
Latin American House, Kingsgate Place  
NW6 4AT-London (GB)  
Centro Murciano en Córdoba  
25 de Mayo Nº 1562 - Barrio General Paz  
5000-Córdoba (AR)

Consórcio Social da Juventude - Rio de Janeiro  
Rua da Candelária nº 04 - Centro  
20.0910.20-Rio de Janeiro (BR)
Asociación Mundo Joven
Cll 80C # 94-59
Medellín (CO)

Carpediem
Calle 18 # 4-64
Pereira (CO)

Asociación Martín Luther King
Barrio San Judas-Colonia Vista Hermosa 100 mts al sur
Managua (NI)

Movimiento Comunal Nicaraguense - Distrito III Managua
Bo. San Judas, Ceibo 1 al Sur, 120 mts. Al Este
Managua (NI)

Puente Sur, capítulo Paraguay
Teodoro S. Mongelos 2083 casi Mayor Bullo
Asunció, Pilar, Concepción (PY)

Club Infantil Juvenil "Los Cachorros"
Jr. Dante 941 Surquillo
Lima (PE)

Cátedra de la Paz y Derechos Humanos "Mons Romero"
Av Ppal Pte Iglesia Corazón de María. Los Curos. Mérida
S101-Mérida (VE)

Beneficiary: MAYFIELD COMMUNITY ARTS CENTRE

Project Title: Art in Action - Project Development for Youth Community/public art project in 2005

Mayfield Community Arts and Funarte in Nicaragua have been co-operating for the last 3 years and both partners have benefitted greatly from the experience. Linking with an arts project in Northern Ireland will provide an interesting collaboration due to the use of political murals there and in Central America. The feasibility visit will be used to plan a multilateral youth exchange for the Cork Capital of Culture in 2005. The theme of the visit will be Art in Action. They will also look at preparations for ST EVS projects. The project involves a leader and a trainee leader from each partner country. All organisations use the arts to work with young people. Each organisation will prepare a workshop using a specific form of Art to give an idea of different methodologies. They will also present their organisations to get an idea of each others national reality and needs of their young people. They will discuss in detail the objectives and outcomes of the future exchange. Each organisation will also have a copy of the application for the exchange and have the opportunity to provide their input.

Grant: 7040 €
Venue: IE

Contact Person:
Carson Jessica
Newbury House, Old Youghal Road, Mayfield
Cork (IE)
Tel: 0214507999
Fax: 0214507999
E-mail: mayfieldarts@indigo.ie

Partners:
Mayfield Community Arts centre
Newbury House, Old Youghal Road, Mayfield
Cork (IE)
Tel: 0214507999
Fax: 0214507999
E-mail: mayfieldarts@indigo.ie

Wheelworks
2a Windsor Road
BT9 7QI-Belfast (GB)
Tel: 028 90 200878
E-mail: wheelworksartcart@hotmail.com

Centro Colombo Americano
Carrera 45 No 53-24
N/A-Medellin (CO)
Tel: 1234567
E-mail: lgaviria@colomboworld.com

Funarte
Apartado 80, Correos De Nicaragua
N/A-Correos de Nicaragua (NI)
Tel: 1234567
E-mail: muralism@ibw.com.ni

Project Reference: IE-512-1-2004-R3
Beneficiary: UNIVERSITÀ DEL TERZO SETTORE - UNITS

Project Title: "Integra: politiche di integrazione per giovani in situazione di rischio e svantaggio"

This project proposal aims at being of support for the organisation of youth exchanges and EVS projects addressed to young people with less opportunities and leaving in a risk situation both in Latin America and Europe. This study visit proposes the following objectives - to exchange information about youth policies for young people with less opportunities among the participating countries; to facilitate exchange of information and good practices about procedures to integrate young people with less opportunities in international youth projects; to offer access to participation and information possibilities, to young people with less possibilities (disabled young people, migrants, street children and to promote a better understanding about cultural differences among the participants. The following are the activities that will be implemented during the study visit:- working groups about the programme themes; visits to local projects about social integration of young people with less opportunities; information about the YOUTH programme for young people; elaboration of possible cooperation projects.

Grant: 12996 €
Venue: Salvador-Bahia-brasile

Contact Person: pagano maria luisa
via filippo turati, 6
56125 pisa (IT)
Tel: +3905046171
Fax: +39050506393
E-mail: europa@uniterzosexetto.it

Partners:
Università del Terzo Settore - UniTS
via filippo turati, 6
56125-pisa (IT)
Tel: +3905046171
Fax: +39050506393
E-mail: europa@uniterzosexetto.it

brothers of charity services
south eastern region, belmont park
0-waterford (IE)
Tel: +35351832211
Fax: +35351834990/1
E-mail: johannacooney@waterford.brothersofcharity.ie

Maiz - Autonomes Integrationszentrum von und fur Migrantinnen
Hofgasse 11
4020-Linz (AT)
Tel: +43732776070
Fax: +437327760705
E-mail: maiz@servus.at

centro social sementes do amanha
estrada das muriçocas, s/n
41.250-420-salvador (BR)
Tel: +55/71/3939866
Fax: +55/71/3939866
E-mail: padrealfredo@terra.com.br

Asociacion Colombiana para el Intercambio Juvenil, ICYE-Colombia
carrera 15 no. 36-40, second floor
0-bogotá, D.C. (CO)
Tel: 57/1/3403608
Fax: 57/1/2321258
E-mail: icyecol@coelnodo.apc.org
Servicio internacional para el intercambio juvenil AC
4 sur 2912-2, col el carmen
72530-puebla (MX)
Tel: +522222376894
Fax: +522222376894
E-mail: sijuve@prodigy.net.mx

Project Reference: IT-512-14-2004-R3
Beneficiary: CENTRO PER LO SVILUPPO CREATIVO "DANIOLO DOLCI"

Project Title: Building the future - First Step

Building the future via a contact making seminar that will be hosted in Colombia. Partners from Europe and Latin America countries will meet during 4 days and develop new projects (Action 1 and 2). Young people from disadvantaged backgrounds will be the principal beneficiaries of the projects. The activities will be focused on the elaboration of new projects and the exchange of practices.

Grant: 21394 €
Venue: Medellin - Quirama City Hotel

Contact Person:
L.go Ugo Foscolo, 3
90040 Isola delle Femmine (IT)
Tel: 3289415105
Fax: 0918678039
E-mail: centrodanilodolci@libero.it

Partners:
Centro per lo sviluppo creativo "Danilo Dolci"
L.go Ugo Foscolo, 3
90040-Isola delle Femmine (IT)
Tel: 3289415105
Fax: 0918678039
E-mail: centrodanilodolci@libero.it

Barcelona Voluntaria
Pelai, 44 2º
08001-Barcelona (ES)
Tel: +34 93 412 44 93
Fax: +34 93 412 44 93
E-mail: sve@barcelonavoluntaria.org

Youth Association "International Youth Initiative"
C/ aristofanes 4-1
29010-Malaga (ES)
Tel: +34.669347944

CE.S.I.E Onlus - Centro Studi ed Iniziative Europeo - Trappeto (Palermo)
Via B. Leto, 1
90040-Trappeto (IT)
Tel: 0916529377
Fax: 0917023269
E-mail: cesie@inwind.it

CIENA- CENTRO DE INICIATIVAS EUROPEIAS DO NORTE ALENTEJANO
Rua 19 de Junho, 54
7300-155-Portalegre (PT)
Tel: +351245399298
Fax: +351245202665
E-mail: cienamed@iol.pt

4 Northumberland Square
NE30 1QQ-North Shields (GB)
Tel: +44 (0)191 2005313
E-mail: Info@e2000.org.uk

associacion Conciencia
Avenida Santa Fé 1821
C1123AAA-Buenos Aires (AR)
Tel: +54 11 4815 1507
Fundacion Hgares Claret
calle 57 43-20
0057-Medellin (CO)
Tel: +57.4.2844304
YOUTH programme

Projects with LA countries

Gobernation de Antioquia
CALLE 42B, 52 - 106 CENTRO DIPARTIMENTAL LA ALPUJARRA
MEDELLIN (CO)
Tel: 0547 3859124

Asturias N24 02 y Gonzalo de Vera - Barrio La Foresta
Quito (EC)
Tel: +593.2.2506 175

Movimiento de Jovenes por la paz y la democracia-Guatemala
Guatemala
01001-Guatemala (GT)
Tel: +502. 2251 0555

Beneficiary: ICYE-GRENZENLOS

Project Title: EU-LA prepmeeting: Menschen mit Behinderung in internationalen Freiwilligenaktivitäten

All the partners in this project have experiences with integration of people with disabilities into international volunteering activities. They want to meet during a preparatory meeting in Costa Rica to talk about modalities and contents of Action 5 EU-LA seminar with the topic "Integration of people with disabilities during international volunteering activities". The participants of the preparatory visit should ideally be the later facilitators/trainers of the follow-up activity. The seminar should also take place in Central America and give the participants the opportunity to exchange their experiences and to talk about motivation and ideology, as well as practical aspects.

Grant: 3713 €
Venue: CR

Contact Person:
Vrecher Marcus
Liechtensteinstr. 20/9
1090 Wien (AT)
Tel: +43.1.3157636
Fax: +43.1.315 76 37 3
E-mail: office@melange.at

Partners:
ICYE-Grenzenlos
Liechtensteinstr. 20/9
1090 Wien (AT)
Tel: +43.1.3157636
Fax: +43.1.315 76 37 3
E-mail: office@melange.at

Semper Avanti
Pl. Sw. Macieja 5 p.11
50-244-Wroclaw (PL)
Tel: 0048-717928679
Fax: 0048-717928679
E-mail: avanti@indexin.com.pl

Asociacion cultural de intercambio de Costa Rica
Costa Rica, San Jose, San Antonio de Guadalupe
1820-2100-Guadalupe (CR)
Tel: +506-2800890-224-805
Fax: +506-2839930
E-mail: admin@aci.cr.org

Servicio Internacional para el Intercambio Juvenil, AC
4 Sur 2912-2, col. El Carmen
72530-Puebla (MX)
Tel: +52-222-2376894
Fax: +52-222-2376894
E-mail: sijuve@prodigy.net.mx

Project Reference: AT-512-1-2004-R3
Beneficiary: SOL - EIRAS

Project Title: Act together - feasibility visit

This feasibility visit aims to gather four association leaders that are willing to cooperate in the YOUTH programme frame. The youth leaders want to prepare all the projects together so that the preparation of the project will lead to more successful projects. As the European organisations have to apply for the projects held in Latin America it is extremely important that they understand how the application is made and how the project is going to happen working together.

Grant: 6450 €
Venue: Coimbra

Contact Person:
Fachada Rosário
Rua Dr. José Antunes Vaz Serra nº5 Eiras
3020 - 127 Coimbra (PT)
Tel: +351 239 439 645

Partners:
Sol - Eiras
Rua Dr. José Antunes Vaz Serra nº5 Eiras
3020 - 127-Coimbra (PT)
Tel: +351 239 439 645

Aos Og na nOileán
Leitir Moir
25476-Belfast (IE)
Tel: +35391551933
Fax: +353915511296
E-mail: osabhain@eircom.net

Brigada de Voluntários Bolivarianos del Peru
Jr. Lucanas nº 332 - A
00000-Lima (BO)
Tel: +551 23 85 143
Fax: +551 23 85 143

Movimento Cultural Canta Brasil
Travessa do Carmo, 180
90050-210-Porto Alegre (BR)
Tel: +555132272883
Fax: +555130197456
E-mail: portobrasilconsultoria@bol.com

Project Reference: PT-512-1-2004-R1
Beneficiary: IFM-SEI

Project Title: Youth participation in the decision-making democratic process and youth network in Latin America

IFM-SEI is a world movement of organisations working with children and young people and it aims to develop the knowledge, attitudes, values and skills of young people in order to enable them to secure equal opportunities in society. The organisation bases their work on the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child. This seminar takes place in Huancayo, Peru with involvement of 30 participants (2AT, 2AR, 2BR, 2CL, 2CO, 2DK, 2FI, 2FR, 2DE, 6PE, 2ES, 2SE, 2UK). The aim of the seminar is to promote young people's interests especially in the field of opportunities to participate in decision-making and youth policies. During the seminar youth participation in democratic decision-making process is analysed and recommendations will be produced. Youth participation is also discussed in connection with gender equality and sustainable development. Special emphasis will be placed on youth participation in Latin American countries.

Grant: 27397 €
Venue: Huancayo (PE)

Contact Person:
OSTENDORFF Uwe
Rue Quinaux, 3
1030 Brussels (CE)
Tel: +32/2/215.79.27
Fax: +32/2/245.00.83
E-mail: contact@ifm-sei.org

Partners:
IFM-SEI
Rue Quinaux, 3
1030-Brussels (BE)
Tel: +32/2/215.79.27
Fax: +32/2/245.00.83
E-mail: contact@ifm-sei.org

DUI-LEG OG VIRKE
Torveporten 2, 4
2500-Valby (DK)
Tel: +46/36/17 72 00
Fax: +46/36/44 27 76

DIE FALKEN (SJD)
Kaisserstraße 27 D
53 113-Bonn (DE)
Tel: +49/228/36 93 80
Fax: +49/228/36 93 850
E-mail: veit.dieterich@sjd-die-falken.de

ESPLAC
Avinyó 44, 2 °
08002-Barcelona (ES)
Tel: +34/93/302.61.03
Fax: +34/93/302.00.89
E-mail: esplac@esplac.org

FÉDÉRATION NATIONALE LÉO LAGRANGE
153, avenue Jean Lolive
93695-Pantin Cedex (FR)
Tel: +33/1/48.10.65.66
Fax: +33/1/48.10.65.66
E-mail: Christophe.berardi@leolagrange.org

ROTE FALKEN – KINDERFREUNDE
Rauhensteingasse 5/5
1011-Wien (AT)
Tel: +43/1/512 12 98 56
Fax: +43/1/512 12 98 62
E-mail: daniela.pruner@kinderfreunde.at
NUORTEN KOTKAIN KESKUSLIITTO-UNGA ÖRNARS CENTRALFÖRBUND NKK RY
Sturenkatu, 27 B
00510-Helsinki (FI)
Tel: +358/9/774 57 60
Fax: +358/9/774 57 645
E-mail: esa.kaskimo@nkk.fi

UNGA ÖRNAR RIKSFÖRBUNDET
Box 49 108
100 28-Stockholm (SE)
Tel: +46/587/060 76
Fax: +46/587/060 80
E-mail: carina.eriksson@ungaornar.se

THE WOODCRAFT FOLK
Uper Tooting Ritherdon Road 13
SW17 8QE-London (UK)
Tel: +44/208/726.031
Fax: +44/208/672.457
E-mail: andypiercy@woodcrft.demon.co.uk

ASOCIACIÓN CIVIL HORNEROS DEL SUR
Sarandi 56 CP 1081
1414-Buenos Aires (AR)
Tel: +541/461/29 600
Fax: +541/495/23 103
E-mail: hornerospuntoar@yahoo.com.ar

MIRIM BRASIL
Rua do Sossego 600 E.
CEP 50 020-PE-Recife (BR)
Tel: +558/1/32.21.32.64
Fax: +558/1/34.58.12.20
E-mail: mirimbra@elogica.com.br

MOVIMIENTO CULTURAL RECREATIVO MANQUE
Avda. Grecia 2180
-Nuñoa-Santiago (CL)
Tel: +56/2/23.99.216
Fax: +56/2/68.90.413
E-mail: halconeschile@hotmail.com

FUNDACION ACACIA
Transv. 1 Este n 57-42 of 801 Apartado Aéreo 100.184
Bogota (CO)
Tel: +571/627 08 91
Fax: +571/627 71 78
E-mail: acaciacol@hotmail.com

CLUB INFANTIL 23 DE MAYO
Psje Leoncio Prado 116 Dpto 1 - La Victoria
Lima (PE)
Tel: +51/1/99 88 44 98

Project Reference: 117152-512-CE-04-2004-R0
Beneficiary: INTERNATIONAL OFFICE OF THE ICYE FEDERATION

Project Title: "Youth in Action" Euro-Latin American Seminar on Youth Leadership and active Citizenship

The applicant, International Office of the ICYE Federation, is a non-profit, non-governmental organisation promoting mobility and intercultural learning of young people through exchange programmes, voluntary service, study visits, trainings and seminars. The project Youth in Action - Euro-Latin American seminar on youth leadership and active citizenship* gathers 25 participants from CR (2), HN (3), GT (2), PA (2), NI (2), MX (2), FR (2), DE(2), IT (2), FI (2), ES (2) and UK (2). The seminar will take place in Sambo Creek, Honduras. The participants (one youth worker and one representative of local authority from each country) will discuss policies and practices related to youth participation in decision making and in society as whole. The situation of youth participation in each partner country will be studied and ways to encourage active citizenship amongst young people will be discussed. The European Commission's White Paper on Youth will be one of the means used to stimulate discussion.

Grant: 19845 €
Venue: Sambo Creek (HN)

Contact Person:
ROMAGNA Salvatore
Große Hamburger Straße 30
10115 Berlin (CE)
Tel: +49/30/28.39.05.50
Fax: +49/30/28.39.05.52
E-mail: icye@icye.org

Partners:
INTERNATIONAL OFFICE OF THE ICYE FEDERATION
Stralauer Alle 20E
10115-Berlin (DE)
Tel: +49/30/28.39.05.50
Fax: +49/30/28.39.05.52
E-mail: icye@icye.org

ICJA E.V.
Stralauer Alle 20E
10245-Berlin (DE)
Tel: +49/30/21.23.82.52
Fax: +49/30/21.23.82.53
E-mail: slangenberg@icja.de

PROGRAMA PLAN JOVEN E INTERCAMBIOS JUVENILES. SERVICIO DE JUVENTUD. AYUNTAMIENTO DE MURCIA
Avenida del Rocío s/n Palacio de los Deportes
30007-Murcia (ES)
Tel: +34/968/20.11.07
Fax: +34/968/23.66.63
E-mail: planjoven@ayto-murcia.es

JEUNESSE ET RECONSTRUCTION
8-10, rue de Trévise
75009-Paris (FR)
Tel: +33/1/47.70.75.71
Fax: +33/1/48.00.92.18
E-mail: mca@volontariat.org

ASSOCIAZIONE PER LA FORMAZIONE, GLI SCAMBI E LE ATTIVITÀ INTERCULTURALI
Viale dei Colli Portuensi, 345-B2
00155-Rome (IT)
Tel: +39/06/53.70.332
Fax: +39/06/58.20.14.42
E-mail: c.maset@afsai.it

MAAILMANVAIHTO RY - ICYE FINLAND
Pitkänsillanranta 11
00530-Helsinki (FI)
Tel: +358/9/774.11.01
Fax: +358/9/731.04.146
E-mail: maailmanvaihto@maailmanvaihto.fi
ICYE UK
Latin American House-Kingsgate Place
NW6 4TA-London (UK)
Tel: +44/207/681.09.83
Fax: +44/207/681.09.83
E-mail: europe@icye.org.uk

ASOCIACIÓN CULTURAL DE INTERCAMBIO DE COSTA RICA
Guadalupe, San Antonio Barrio Esquivel Bonilla
1820-2100-Guadalupe (CR)
Tel: +506/280.08.98
Fax: +506/283.99.30
E-mail: admin@aci-cr.org

SERVICIO CIVIL INTERNACIONAL-GUATEMALA
15 Avenida final 14-18, Zona 10, Oakland
Guatemala (GT)
Tel: +502/91/801.01
E-mail: silvio@yahoo.com

ICYE HONDURAS
COL. MIRAMONTES, 7ma calle, #1536
Tegucigalpa (HN)
Tel: +504/232/34.82; +504/223/48.82
Fax: +504/235/97.96
E-mail: icyehonadm@multivisionhn.net; diazvalle20@hotmail.com

SERVICIO INTERNACIONAL PARA EL INTERCAMBIO JUVENIL A.C.
4 Sur 29212-2, Col. El Carmen
72530-Mexico (Puebla) (MX)
Tel: +52/222/237.68.94
Fax: +52/222/237.68.94
E-mail: siijuve@prodigy.net.mx

ASOCIACIÓN CRISTIANA DE JÓVENES DE NICARAGUA
Bello Horizonte O-IV-4
6140-Managua (NI)
Tel: +505/249/17.91
Fax: +505/248/85.32
E-mail: ymcanio@ibw.com.ni

FEDERACIÓN NATIONAL DE JÓVENES RURALES
Entrega General
El Dorado (PA)
Tel: +507/685/47.76
Fax: +507/326/50.90
E-mail: albisf@hotmail.com; relajur_centroamerica@hotmail.com

Project Reference: 117175-512-CE-06-2004-R0
De-Learning Violence…Practising Peace is a training course proposed by e.p.a. European play work association, whose activities are targeted at young people coming from very disadvantaged backgrounds. The training will bring together 23 youth workers from 8 countries (3UK, 2ES, 3IT, 2PT, 2PE, 2BR, 2AR, 6CO) in Medellin (CO). The aim of the training is to discuss and share experiences about young people and violence - including its causes and effects, to develop alternatives, to stop the vicious circles of violence and to explore attitudes and develop skills in working with young people at risk of the violence. The training will provide information and practical skills to youth workers about how to use the YOUTH programme as a tool to combat violence and to empower the involvement of young people from communities of violence. The programme of the training combines different activities and methods such as plenary meetings, workshops, project visits, practical demonstrations, good ideas market, role play simulations, skill training tools workshops. The shared knowledge, experience, good practice and new ideas developed during the training course will be recorded in different documents which could be used as practical tool for youth workers using the YOUTH programme.

Grant: 25830 €
Venue: Medellin (CO)

Contact Person:
KIMMICH Christa Berta
Erzbergerstr,3
22765 Hamburg (CE)
Tel: +49/40/43.31.90
Fax: +49/40/43.31.99
E-mail: epa@go-epa.org

Partners:
EUROPEAN PLAY WORK ASSOCIATION E.P.A.
Erzbergerstr,3
22765-Hamburg (DE)
Tel: +49/40/43.31.90
Fax: +49/40/43.31.99
E-mail: epa@go-epa.org

ASSOCIAZIONE ONLUS ACUNAMATATA
Via Tavola Tonda, 19
90138-Palermo (IT)
Tel: +39/340/237.78.36
Fax: +39/091/609.11.14
E-mail: enzaga@libero.it

GRUPO INTERAJUDA DE CHELAS-ECO-ESTILISTAS
Rua Adão Bermudes lote 249, R/C dto
1900-Lisboa (PT)
Tel: +351/21/83.80.772
E-mail: brunobatista@portugalmail.pt

COMMUNITY RESTORATIVE JUSTICE (NW REGION)
23 Oranmore Park Creggan Road
BT 48 OJP-Derry (UK)
E-mail: conorheaney@freederry.org

INSTITUTO DEL PROFESORADO, EDUCACION POPULAR CELADEC
Av. La Plata, 82
Cap Fed (AR)
Tel: +54/42.67.54.27
Fax: +54/46.12.36.97
E-mail: ghirellimonica@hotmail.com

CASA DE PASSAGEM
Rua 13 de Maio 55
Recife (BR)
Tel: +55/81/342.338.39
Fax: +55/81/342.329.30
E-mail: cp@casadepassagem.org.br
CORPORACIÓN SIMÓN BOLÍVAR
Cra 77 n° 90-60 AA
87079-Medellín (CO)
Tel: +57/4/437.46.50
Fax: +57/4/441.63.14
E-mail: quinoso@epm.net.co

ASOCIACIÓN CULTURAL AVANCEMOS
Lima (PE)

Project Reference: 117942-512-CE-24-2004-R1
Beneficiary: JOC-EUROPE - JEUNESSE OUVRIÈRE CHRÉTIENNE

Project Title: Participative projects with, by and for young people of the working class in an urbanized environment

The promoter, JOC Européenne is a coordinator of the movement of young workers in Europe. The organisation represents young workers at the European level, trains leaders and supports the development of the movement at national level. The overall aim of the movement is to bring young workers together and to help them to become aware of their situation in society. The study visit Participative projects with, by and for young people of the working class in an urbanized environment is targeted for European and Latin American JOC-organisations. The project brings 20 participants from AT, DE, ES, BE, LU, PY, VE, PE, BR and CL, 2 participants from each, to Caracas, Venezuela. The aim of the study visit is, using a Venezuelan youth project as an example, to reflect on the projects that the participants are implementing in their own organisations, and by comparing approaches and working methods, to develop these projects further. The aim is to combine the European and Latin American approaches to the creation and management of youth projects.

Grant: 19780 €
Venue: Caracas (VE)

Contact Person:
NELL Patrick
Rue des Moucherons, 3
1000 Bruxelles (CE)
Tel: +32/2/426.21.49
Fax: +32/2/503.01.78
E-mail: joceurope@skynet.be

Partners:
JOC-EUROPE - JEUNESSE OUVRIÈRE CHRÉTIENNE
Paleizenstraat 90
1000-Bruxelles (BE)
Tel: +32/2/426.21.49
Fax: +32/2/503.01.78
E-mail: joceurope@skynet.be

JEUNESSE OUVRIÈRE CHRÉTIENNE WALLONNE
Paleizenstraat 90
1000-Bruxelles (BE)
Tel: +32/2/513.79.12
Fax: +32/2/513.47.11
E-mail: jocnationale@skynet.be

KATHOLIEKE ARBEIDERSJEUGD - NATIONAAL
Paleizenstraat 90
1030-Brussel (BE)
Tel: +32/2/247.07.99
E-mail: Katrien.kellens@kaj.be

CHRISTLICHE ARBEITERINNENJUGEND
Hüttmannstraße 52
45143-Essen (DE)
Tel: +49/173/272.28.36
Fax: +49/173/272.28.36
E-mail: Schmitt@caj.de

JUVENTUD OBRERA CRISTIANA DE ESPAÑA
c/ Magdalena 20, 2° Izq
28012-Madrid (ES)
Tel: +34/91/369.12.59
Fax: +34/91/369.33.69
E-mail: joce@cje.org

JEUNESSE OUVRIÈRE CHRETIENNE LETZEBUERG
8, Coin rue Victor Hugo
4140-Esch-Sur-Alzette (LU)
Tel: +352/7.13.73
Fax: +352/57.13.73
KAJ ÖSTERREICH
Johannesgasse 16/1
1010-Wien (AT)
Tel: +43/1/512.16.21.41
Fax: +43/1/513.94.60
E-mail: roller@kath-jugend.at

JUVENTUDE OPERÁRIA CATÓLICA BRASILEIRA
rua Condessa Sao Joaquim 215
01320-Sao Paulo (BR)
Tel: +55/11/310.551.46
Fax: +55/11/310.683.51
E-mail: jocb@ivol.com.br

JUVENTUD OBRERA CRISTIANA
Av. Alameda, Libertador Bernardo O'Higgins 3155 Dept OE 3er
Santiago (CL)
Tel: +56/2/249.11.49
Fax: +56/2/689.48.72
E-mail: espeboni@yahoo.com

JUVENTUD OBRERA CRISTIANA (JOC PARAGUAY)
Nanduti 4080 c/ Chiripa (Barrio San Pablo)
Asunción (PY)
Tel: +595/525.502
Fax: +595/525.502
E-mail: Loregayo@hotmail.com

JUVENTUD OBRERA CRISTIANA
Jr Ica 822
01-Lima (PE)
Tel: +51/01/332.07.31
Fax: +51/01/332.07.31
E-mail: leohuanca4@hotmail.com

JOC VENEZUELA
Calle Cola de Pato a calle ciega casa n°21 - Apartado 20457
1020-Caracas (VE)
Tel: +58/0416/356.50.46
E-mail: noresysvargas10@hotmail.com

Project Reference: 117978-512-CE-17-2004-R1
Beneficiary: **CCIVS-UNESCO HOUSE**

**Project Title:** Seminar on EU-LA co-operation in the field of youth voluntary service

The Coordinating Committee of International Voluntary Service, CCIVS, acts as a link to establish relations between member organisations and international organisations, such as EU, UN related organisations etc. CCIVS fosters development of regional networks through the organisation of seminars, the production of publications, the promotion of voluntary service in new areas, and the provision of training for member organisations such as Youth Action for Peace (YAP), International Cultural Youth Exchange (ICYE), Service Civil International (SCI) etc. The seminar on EU-LA co-operation in the field of youth voluntary service aims to strengthen the existing partnerships between the organisations from the two continents and to develop new ones in the YOUTH programme framework and beyond. The objective is to raise awareness about the YOUTH programme in Latin America and develop concrete projects in this framework; to increase the quality and quantity of youth and voluntary exchanges and to identify strategies for further cooperation after 2006; to develop recommendations based on the first phase of the project (European seminar); to set up a Euro-Latin American network based on the identified typology of organisations. The seminar is hosted in Puerto Vallarta, Mexico and will involve 30 participants (2MX, 1BO, 2BR, 1CO, 1AR, 1GT, 1CR, 1HN, 1PA, 4PE, 2BE, 1DE, 1PT, 1SE, 2UK, 3FR, 1ES, 2IT, 1LT, 1CZ). The preparatory team and support staff comprises eight people.

**Grant:** 29160 €

**Venue:** Puerto Vallarta (MX)

**Contact Person:**
WARMENHOVEN Helmut
1, Rue Miollis
75015 Paris (CE)
Tel: +33/1/45.68.49.36
Fax: +33/1/427.30.521
E-mail: ccivs@unesco.org

**Partners:**
CCIVS-UNESCO HOUSE
1, rue de Metz
75015-Paris (FR)
Tel: +331/45.68.49.36
Fax: +33/1/427.30.521
E-mail: ccivs@unesco.org

SERVICE CIVIL INTERNATIONAL
Avenue du Parc Royal, n°3
2000-Antwerpen (BE)
Tel: +32/3/226.57.27
Fax: +32/3/232.03.44
E-mail: isa@sciint.org

YOUTH ACTION FOR PEACE
Avenue du Parc Royal, n°3
1020-Bruxelles (BE)
Tel: +32/2/478.94.10
Fax: +32/2/478.94.32
E-mail: info@yap.org

INTERNATIONAL OFFICE OF THE ICYE FEDERATION
Große Hamburger Straße 30
10115-Berlin (DE)
Tel: +49/30/28.39.05.50
Fax: +49/30/28.39.05.52
E-mail: icye@icye.org

CONCORDIA - FRANCE
1, rue de Metz
75010-Paris (FR)
Tel: +33/1/45.23.00.46
Fax: +33/1/47.70.68.27
E-mail: Concordia.international@wanadoo.fr
SOLIDARITES JEUNESSES
1, rue de Metz
75010-Paris (FR)
Tel: +33/1/55.26.88.77
Fax: +33/1/53.26.03.26
E-mail: secretariat.general@solidaritesjeunesses.org

AMIGOS DEL SERVICIO CIVIL INTERNACIONAL EN ARGENTINA
Mitre 1382-1° piso
2000-Rosario (AR)
Tel: +54/341/448.92.92
E-mail: guillesci@yahoo.com.ar

ASSOCIAÇÃO BRASILEIRA DE INTERCÂMBIO CULTURAL - ICYE BRAZIL
Rua Cel. Fernando Machado 981-501
90010-381-Porto Alegre (BR)
Tel: +55/51/33.88.55.74
Fax: +55/51/32.21.90.75
E-mail: rafamenezes@yahoo.com

ICYE COLOMBIA
Carrera 15 No. 36-40 Piso 2
Bogotá (CO)
Tel: +57/1/340.36.08
Fax: +57/1/232.12.58
E-mail: victor_raul@hotmail.com

SECINT
9 avenida 2-37 zona 1 apartamento 10
01001-Guatemala Ciudad (GT)
Tel: +502/60/475.31
Fax: +502/36/900.77
E-mail: pgarofalo@yahoo.com

ICYE HONDURAS
Col. Miramontes, 7 ma calle #1536
POBOX 2017-Tegucigalpa (HN)
Tel: +504/232.34.82
Fax: +504/235.97.96
E-mail: icyehon@disnet.hn

NUESTRA TIERRA A.C.
Anaxágoras 302 6° Piso. Col. Narvarte
48306-Puerto Vallarta (MX)
Tel: +52/322/225.69.40
Fax: +52/322/224.76.15
E-mail: ntmex-yap@pvnet.com.mx

SERVICIO CIVIL MEXICANO
Anaxágoras 302 6° Piso. Col. Narvarte
40020-Ciudad De México (MX)
Tel: +52/55/56.13.98.85
Fax: +52/55/56.39.31.15
E-mail: rolvera@cauce-consultores.org

VOLUNTARIOS INTERNACIONALES MÉXICO
Anaxágoras 302 6° Piso. Col. Narvarte
6-6302-Panamá City (PA)
Tel: +50/72/25.84.77
Fax: +50/72/24.84.03
E-mail: plinio.benavides@afs.org
YOUTH programme
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AFS DEL PERÚ PROGRAMAS INTERCULTURALES
Jr. Lucanas 332
L27-San Isidro (PE)
Tel: +51/1/440.36.16
Fax: +51/1/441.03.14
E-mail: lisbeth.sanchez@afs.org

BRIGADA DE VOLUNTARIOS BOLIVARIANOS DEL PERÚ
Jr. Lucanas 332
Lima (PE)
Tel: +511/3/28.51.43
Fax: +511/3/28.51.43
E-mail: galibybp@hotmail.com/dgsvi_peru@hotmail.com

SCI - SIV PERÚ
Jr. Lucanas 332
31-Lima (PE)
Tel: +51/1/449.28.03
E-mail: sci_sivperu2003@yahoo.es
